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Abstract 
Theory Statement 

Architecture is to support the creation of an open society that challenges individual with personal decisions and 

responsibility and encourages open communication and exchange by offering plans for both freedom and security through 

creation of temporal, democratic institutions that must struggle to maintain their existence until accepting honor in a 

dignified death. 
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Abstract 

Theory Paragraph 

Lucretius, following his masters Democritus and Epicurus, emphasized that the world is 'just' atoms, and we must look 

behind the obvious, and admit what we can not see. "The driving force behind the work of the Greek atomists was not to 

debase nature but to free man from fear, fear of any supernatural being, of any order that would transcend that of man 

and nature"\ The essence of the world, he insists, is the ever-changing association of atoms in the void. Modern science 

transmuted this fundamentally ethical stance into what seems to be an established truth, giving rise to the anxiety of 

modern man. Where is man to find himself in these atoms and void? Modern science is based upon the discovery of an 

innovative form of communication with nature, in that it responds to experimental interrogation. More than observation, 

this involves systematic interaction between preexisting concepts and observation. This Is similar to the examination of 

the medical corpse. Science initiates a dialogue with nature, and receives silence in return, revealing a dead and passive 

nature of an automon. This has isolated man from nature, rather than drawing him near. 

While some parts of the universe may operate like a machine, these are closed systems, and closed systems, at best, 

form a small part of the physical universe. Most phenomena are open systems, exchanging energy or matter (and 

information) with their environment. Knowledge of a static, unchanging state cannot be transferred. Surely biological and 

social systems are open, which means that the attempt to understand them in mechanistic terms can not be completed. 

All systems contain subsystems that are continually fluctuating. At near to equilibrium states, the single fluctuations 

may be held into the preexisting organization. However, at moments of great fluctuation at far from equilibrium states of 

dissipative structures, a critical moment is neared, and it is impossible to detemnine in advance the next stage. It may be 

towards chaos, or a new higher level of organization may be formed. Chance nudges the remains down a new path of 

development, where determinism reigns again. If the reaction produces a catalyst that in turn encourages the further 

production of the same catalyst. Such looped processes help explain how pieces of DNA may go to complex living 

organisms. It is at these far from equilibrium conditions that the hard sciences may be related to the 'soft' sciences of life 

and social process. 

In the world model constructed by Newton, a moment of time, whether in the past, present, or future was assumed to 

be like any other moment, like the endless circling of the planets or the operations of a simple clock. Thus, in principle, 

time was referred to as 'reversible'. However, the nineteenth century brought a change of focus from dynamics to 

thermodynamics. With the proclamation of the Second Law of Themiodynamics, time became a central concern. If there 

is inevitable loss of energy in the universe towards heat death, then one moment is no longer like the last. And as 

homogeneity sets in, the energy available to sustain organized structures weakens. This does not make sense from a 

1 From From Chaos to Order, page 3. 



Abstract 

Danrt/inian viewpoint, as evolution proceeds from simple to complex. In all of this, there seems to be several 

contradictions. The answer offered is that time appears with randomness. "Only when a system behaves in a sufficiently 

random way may we differentiate between past and future, and therefore inreversibility enters the description." 

The idea of an irreversible process is similar to buildings that can be reduced to a single pile of bricks, but may then be 

reconstructed as a factory, a house, or cathedral. It is only on the level of the building as a whole that one may 

apprehend the building as a creature of time, as a product of culture, a society, or a style .̂ 

This change in paradigm shifts attention to aspects that characterize today's accelerated social change, disorder. 

Instability, and diversity. Fear has been a common response, but offered is another view in which these aspects are not 

deemed as bad. I will explore how they are in fact an integral part of change on macroscopic and microscopic levels, 

especially in the process of dying. Relations may be made to the Hellenistic era as well. 

A closed society Is a magical, tribal, or collectivist society. A semi-organic unit whose members are tied together be 

semi-biological ties such as kinship, living together, common efforts, common distress, or common joys. The individuals 

are related to one another not only by such abstract social relationships such as division of labor and exchange of 

commodities, but also by concrete physical relationships such as touch, smell, and sight"̂ . The purpose of the closed 

society is totalitarian control over the elements of change within a system. 

In contrast, an open society is a society in which individuals are confronted with personal decisions. Members may 

strive to rise socially, and to take the place of other members, leading to phenomenon such as class struggle. The 

changes that an open society is open to are unpredictable, and therefore somewhat frightening to humans. However, 

through an awareness of the processes and necessity for change, individuals may take courage to develop themselves 

and their environment. 

This project is not an attempt to escape the Heraclitean flux of change, manifested in an institution's social revolution 

and historical decay, nor an attempt to establish an institution that lies outside of historical development, and based upon 

an ideal model from the past. By accepting the continuous flux, one must also accept the impossibility of saying anything 

definite. With no real knowledge, there are initially only vague opinions. However, methods can be utilized which may 

support the democratic discussion of activities of the social sciences, towards the reduction of human suffering. 

Kari Popper describes methodological essentialism as a view in which it is the task of pure knowledge or 'science" 

to discover and to describe the true nature of things, their hidden reality, or essence. Social sciences are still for the most 

part treated by essential methods, and Popper suggests this as a reason for their 'backwardness*, or inner conflicts. Their 

argument is that in a field of ever-changing interests, we f must grasp the essence of an institution or government and lay 

2 From From Chaos to Order, page 7. 
^ From Karl Popper, Open Societies and their Enemies, pages 60 and 173. 
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8 Abstract 

it down in the fornn of a definition. However, it is this interest in the 'best state' which is the totalitarian form of Plato that is 

to be reconsidered. 

The natural sciences generally accept nominalist methodologies. Methodological nominalsim aims at describing how a 

thing behaves in various circumstances, and especially whether there are any regularities in their behavior. It is a view 

that the aim of science, including the social sciences, is in the description of the things and events of our experience, and 

in the explanation of these events, with the help of universal laws. Therefore, the design of an institution may consider 

how previous examples have dealt with the conditions in which they existed in, as well as in what conditions they came to 

an end in. Regularities may reveal hypothetical explanations for these events. 

From here. Popper suggests that there are two main ways in which the conditions of man may be addressed. The first 

is Utopian engineering, and is criticized for its methodological tyranny. It is an approach that first defines an ideal state as 

an ultimate end, and only then considers the best way and means for its realization by practical action. In contrast, 

piecemeal engineering is am approach that searches for and fights against the greatest and most urgent evils of society, 

rather than standing for its greatest good. Regardless of the existence of an ideal state oTIack of, there is an awareness 

that perfection, if at all attainable, is far distant, and that every generation of men have a claim. This claim may not be to 

happiness, for no institution may make man happy. However, the claim of many may not be to being made unhappy, 

where avoidable. This claim is to any possible help for men if they suffer. 

This piecemeal engineering may be applied at any moment towards improving the lot of man, rather than possibly 

leading to an intolerance increase of human suffering. Its advocacy may simply be a means of continually postponing 

action until a later date, when conditions are more favorable. Those who suffer may be the judges of social evils of 

themselves, and thus not need a vast understanding of a complex program for social engineering. Piecemeal engineering 

may be the blueprints of a single institution, health insurance, arbitration courts, budgeting, or even education refomris. 

These are low risk, easily corrected or abolished, and less controversial. Implementation comes fomri reason, rather than 

passion and violence. With more likelihood or reaching a compromise, there is improvement through democratic 

methods". 

Rather than embracing Utopian social engineering and timid reversion to tribal closed societies. Popper claims that we 

must bear the strain of social change "as the price for every increase in knowledge, in reasonableness, in co-operation 

and in mutual help, and consequently in our chances for survival" .̂ We can return to the beasts, but if we wish remain 

human, then we must continue into an open society, which included the unknown, the uncertain, and the insecure, using 

what reason we have to plan for both freedom and security. 

^ Ibid, page 160. 
^ Ibid, page 176. 
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Abstract 

Therefore, this project will suggest measures that would make the institution of dying a suitable instrument for the 

protection of freedom and security as means to serve certain ends of the individual, through creation of an institution that 

modulate between the Classical state of rest and a Hellenistic sense of change. 

• To achieve the distinctive qualities of both freedom and security, the design will be approached as sculpture showing 

a search between stillness and motion, time arrested and time passing. The importance of sculpture in the 

architecture extends beyond the mere decorative and practical functions of making a building more interesting, and 

through a language of motifs and building form, may communicate a message of principle importance to how we may 

dwell in time and space. Focus will be cast on the use of sculptural and ornamental figures as a significant part of the 

architectural creation of spiritual space. Also, the individual perception of architectural objects and ordering in relation 

to the landscape is an important step towards the liberation of the individual experience of the environment. 

• The design will also focus on the autonomy of the individual. Rather than isolating each, the design will strive towards 

facilitating the individual's personal choice for fulfilling his or own personal needs of interaction. The creation of 

spaces for dwelling and individual imagination is key to liberation of the individual towards self fulfillment and dialogue 

with the community. 

• The creation of theater space is important for facilitating dialog between the individual and the community, where each 

may express its own prejudices and ideas. This is not to be a place for hostile conflict, but for the fusion of visions of 

reality. Dramatic presence serves not only as means for discussing the reality of roles of the individual in society, but 

also to emphasize the unlimited scope of possibility to dream, and the merging of the two. 

Context and Facility Paragraph 

"Hospice aims to help people find some quality time and, even though they're dying, to look at the miracles that can 

still happen in the days they have left"^. The question that is raised is, what would a hospice be like that is for the non-

temriinally ill, the 'nonnar person who is, nevertheless, destined by nature to die? This would certainly be a place for 

everyone, in their most equal moment. It could be a place in which people could search for their own destiny and 

purpose. It could encourage a project of extracting the most out of what time they, too, have left, and a reminder that both 

there is a limited time, and nothing that can be done inside that time to extend it to eternity. The significance of the 

architectural project may exist in its response to many levels of physical, psychological, emotional, and spiritual needs of 

the individual by providing a spatial theater for discussing messages of cultural conventions norms by which we may live 

fully until we die. 

^ From Norman McRae, director of Hospice of Hope in Maysville, Kentucky. 
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10 Abstract 

The facility will provide spaces that will support the functions of the staff of hospice, as well as fill them with a 

compassionate spirit of hospice so that they may be better ambassadors into the undefined space of the dying and their 

family. The structure of the hospice should support an independent core group of interdisciplinary care givers so that they 

may provide palliative care and symptom management. The hospice will reaffimn the right of the family to participate fully 

in the final stages of life and will not blatantly institutionalize the patients or their families. The hospice will prepare the 

staff for healing others and for carrying the compassion of the hospice philosophy to the patients by nourishing and 

challenging their emotional, physical, intellectual, and spiritual needs. 

The core facility may support appendages as needed for growth and need response. Also, the core facility should, as 

growth occurs, be able to send off satellite cores and maintain a net of communication and support. The facility will 

support and educate the communities, while receiving support from the communities. The fadlity will be equipped with 

individual spaces for staff and individual needs, as well as communal public spaces that are available to the community 

for educational purposes. 

The site is located in Bergama, Turkiye next to a branch of the Selanus River between the ancient Egyptian Temple to 

Osiris, the site of Greek site of the Asklepion, and the Roman Navagatorium. Overiooking the town's valley plane is the 

ancient Hellenistic acropolis of Pergamon. The hilly site is an area which, for the most part, is not built up, though there 

are squatter settlements on the North side of the small Islamic town of Bergama. The Aegean sea lies 120 kilometers to 

the west. Izmir, a major port of Turkiye, is an hour and a half south of Bergama, accessible by bus. The rolling hills and 

sparse vegetation that characterize this region, and special recognition will be made to how the landscape has been 

considered by past civilizations in this area. The site and its people are to be considered in the development of this core, 

especially relating to the global attitudes towards death and dying and the needs created by the civilization we share. 

The current inhabitants of this microcosm community are predominantly Muslim in religion and culture, living within a 

secular, progressive state of modern Turkiye. However, this is not to be a mere humanistic project, and a minimum is to 

address the needs of the community and local customs. More so, it will address the global community, the interaction of 

foreigners (as are the ancestors of the inhabitants of Bergama), and a dialogue with the historical context. 

To offer a foil to the de-institutionalization of the individual into retreat to placeless houses of death, the project may 

also claim significance of the community to the individual. To maintain the autonomy of the individual, the theater space 

will serve as an intennittent setting for the coming together of the individual and the community. The facility is not to be 

contained within itself, but promote a relationship with the community. It is not expected that the scope of the facility will 

be kept to an immediate site, and so the entire area of Bergama should be considered in siting issues. 

".. Nl'^.'f'a 
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To achieve the distinctive qualities of both freedom 

and security, the design will be approached as sculpture 

showing a search between stillness and motion, time 

an-ested and time passing. The importance of sculpture 

in the architecture extends beyond the mere decorative 

and practical functions of making a building more 

interesting, and through a language of motifs and 

building fornn, may communicate a message of principle 

importance to how we may dwell in time and space. 

Focus will be cast on the use of sculptural and 

ornamental figures as a significant part of the 

architectural ordering of spiritual space. Also, the 

individual perception of architectural objects and 

ordering in relation to the landscape is an important step 

towards the liberation of the individual experience of the 

environment. 

Consistent application of the orders, especially of 

Doric and Ionic, indicate an agreement of conventional 

motifs towards specific building types. Also, the quantity 

and quality of sculptural figures in architecture varies 

between building types, existing often very elaborately in 

monument, temples and alters, to scarcity in civic and 

domestic buildings. The addition of figural sculpture to 

the design of a building generally increases the 

complexity and commitment in every part of the 

construction process. Figural motifs may go beyond 

religious implications towards a transition of perception 

from social to individual awareness. 

Theory Issue(s) 

Niches 

Structural Unification 

Structural Ornamentation 

Theatric Community 

Illumination 

Perspective 

Architectural Theory 

.\m 
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12 
Niches 

The design will focus on the autonomy of the 

individual. Rather than isolating each, the design will 

strive towards facilitating the individual's personal choice 

for fulfilling his or own personal needs of interaction. 

The creation of spaces for dwelling and individual 

imagination is key to liberation of the individual towards 

self fulfillment and accepted dialogue with the 

community. 

There is a social function of sculptural architecture in 

the Hellenistic age, towards the creation of dwelling as a 

cosmopolitan community; not as a hiding place from fear 

Architectural Theory 
of loneliness and isolation of the individual, but towards 

acknowledgment of individuals with similarities that can 

be that can be shared along with differences, and 

architecture's role in the production of cosmopolitan 

space. Niches are more than places for sculpture or 

isolation. They are spiritual spaces for activities of the 

individual. These activities may be centered on the 

individual alone, viewed by others, or viewing of the 

individual on an interior object or exterior spectacle. 

The facility will have places for events, cbiects or views 

of contemplation. Niches can be created by framing a 

smaller area within a larger. Precedence is taken from 

the architectural works of Bernini, the 

Hospice, and the entry hall of the Asklepion. 

..Aikl^ ininniWTmirini I ssss^^ssss 
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13 

The facility will have places for events, objects or views 

of contemplation. Niches can be created by framing a 

smaller area within a larger. 

Architectural Theory 
Niches may be recesses in the ground plane or in the 

ceiling. 

D 

• J = » - ^ 
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Precedence is taken from the entry hall of the Asklepion. 

Precedence is taken from the architectural works of 

Bernini, and the Galveston Hospice. 
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14 
Structural Unification 

When an architectural system dominates the design, 

individual spaces have no organic connection and may 

not receive special emphasis within the structure. 

However, when the perceived boundary of the structure 

is broken through, the individual space may be more 

strongly emphasized. 

Individual spaces in community space will be inserted 

into self contained framework with no special volumetric 

emphasis, and following proportional relationships such 

as height to depth. However, Principles of structural 

unification can be broken at transition to individual 

spaces outside of the structure, as foil to community 

space 

Elements such as Bases and moulding, orders, and 

color or absence of distinct color will be the same 

throughout. Decoration details will line surfaces of 

structural detail without interruption, and Bases and 

mouldings will bind individual units together rather than 

isolate . 

Architectural Theory 
Precedence is given to the Vanna Venturi House in 

Chestnut Hill, Pennsylvania, by Robert Venturi 

Considering unity of planes, pavement patterns will 

reflect the ceiling configuration. 

maaaa 
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Oraanization 

Great domed patios create public spaces before the 

actual entrance to a building, similar to the procession to 

the Temple of Dionysus across the theater stage. A main 

axis can lead across the from of a building or space, with 

a crossing axis to enter. 

Precedence is taken from the Mosque of Mihrimah Sultan 

in Istanbul by MimarSinan, ca. 1550^. 

Architectural Theory 

Caravansarays were used as stopping points along 

major travel routes. They predominantly consist of a 

large open courtyard surrounded by a deep arcade, as 

well as a covered hall. Entrance was made at 

monumental gates through the fortress-like limestone 

walls with half-round buttressing towers. 

. J = r ^ 

Precedence is taken from Sultan-Han on the Kayseri-

Sivas road, 1232-36®. 

From Ibid 106. From Ibid 76. 
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16 
Structural Ornamentation 

Architectural Theory 

The addition of figural sculpture to the design of a 

building generally increased the complexity and 

commitment in every part of the construction process. A 

shift towards a scholarty or individualistic mentality in the 

sculptural arts and architecture may be the creation of 

worî s that designed to be appreciated simultaneously on 

an immediate apparent level by all who saw them, and 

on a less obvious level to those who were qualifies to 

understand. Appreciation for the sacrifice of hand crafts 

also stands out. The fairiy consistent application of the 

orders, especially of Doric and Ionic, indicate an 

agreement of conventional motifs towards specific 

building types. Also, the quantity and quality of sculptural 

figures in architecture varies between building types, 

existing often very elaborately in monument, temples 

and alters, to scarcity in civic and domestic buildings. 

Structural elements should be expressive of their social 

meaning as well as function. 

Hft^ i^ss^i^^^^ 

The spiritual will be represented in full color by illusions 

of structure. The floor will be punctured by 

polychromatic illustrated scenes. Structural systems, 

such as vaults, will be the carriers of individual narratives 

with the substructure offering the illusion of dramatic 

unity. 

Precedence is given to Bernini and to the museological 

handling of Franklin Court in Philadelphia, by Robert 

Venturi. 

ia^Unii i i i iaMi^ 
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17 Architectural Theory 

The Physical will be represented by decoration of the 

structural members by abstract concepts. Simplicity may 

mask intellectual complexity to engage and stimulate the 

intellect. Familiar elements from history and structure 

may be purposely used incorrectly. Very little ornament 

may be applied except in the signage of the architectural 

elements. 

Shade and shadow will be used extensively to give 

omamental texture and complexity. 

Precedence is given to the Vanna Venturi House in 

Chestnut Hill, Pennsylvania, by Robert Venturi. 

• n n 

D 

• 
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Precedence is given to the Mosque Indjeminareli in 

Kenya, Turkiye 

Precedence is taken from the Rufer House by Adolph 
Loos. 
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Ceiling ornament may reflect structure of the building. 

Stmctural ceiling configurations may be create ornate 

patterns that may be reflected in flooring. 

Precedence is taken from Topkapi Sarayi in Istanbul, 

1638, and Uc Serefeli Cami in Edime, 1430-4/. 

Architectural Theory 

^FromIbidll5,91. 
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Illumination 

Line between light and shadow is a powerful effect of the 

sculptural piece, offering richness of differences. The 

changing nature of light is also a theatric event that can 

call attention to a surface. Light is a major element for 

bringing about spiritual presence. 

The quantity of light will be restricted and the route of 

light will be indirect. When Natural light is used, it will be 

directed, but changing. There can be an independent 

source of light for the emphasis of individual spiritual 

spaces. 

Architectural Theory 

Exterior lighting may emphasize guiding sanctuary in the 

night. 

Precedence is take from The Red Hall at Bergama. 

Light source can be placed behind the frame of the 

spiritual space to provide accentuation and a created 

atmosphere. 

Precedence is taken from the Chapel of the Word, 

Divine Word Missionaries Visitors Center in Techny, 

Illinois, designed by David Woodhouse^ 

Precedence is taken from the Asklepion in Bergama, ^ From Architectural Record, September 1997. 

' s& 
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Intensity of illumination on the exterior of frames may 

heighten the depth of the interior. 

Precedence is take from The Red Hall at Bergama. 

Architectural Theory 
Lighting may be cast onto figures that receive 

enlightenmenf 

Precedence is taken from The ecstasy of St. Teresa by 

Bernini® 

Lighting may be cast from behind figures to emphasize 

the negative or the absent. 

From Bernini, page 167. 
From Bernini, page 192. 
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Perspective 

The sculptural approach to architecture attempts to 

engulf the spectator in the illusion of the theater and 

impose the illusion that the audience is involved and 

participating in the 'happening'. When the individual 

returns to ordinary existence, he or she may have the 

awareness that someone had designed their response. 

Each view may capture a different activity. Some views 

may capture the staff, family, and residents, while others 

show off-site movement or visitors. Perspectives to 

buildings will be set along procession ways and 

entrances. 

• i - v - r , - •••/ •• ^ - / / . / : • . ••;.•:.• 

Precidence is taken from the Old People's Home and 

Health Center in Oitti, Finland^°, as well as the Temple of 

Dionysus at Bergama , and the Acropolis at Pergamon. 

10 PJ.QJĴ  Victor Regnier's Assisted Living Housing for the 
Elderly, page 85. 

Architectural Theory 

Sculptural bearers shift from witnesses of salvation to 

witnesses of an event. They look into coffins curiously 

or turn away in disinterest, but do not mourn the loss nor 

rejoice in the prospect of salvation. They are full of 

emotion, but unsentimental. The bearers concentrate on 

the fact and moment of death. Here, the active and 

extroverted refer to the earthly journeys, while the 

contemplative figures refer to the hereafter. Sculptural 

figures and architectural fornis will act as witness to acts 

within the community space. 

' 'inrrniiiuiiiiiiiinimniitir 

Precedence is taken from Bernini and the Agora at 

Pergamon. 
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Theatric mentality 

The creafion of theater space is important for 

facilitating dialog between the individual and the 

community, where each may express its own prejudices 

and ideas. This Is not to be a place for hostile conflict, 

but for the fusion of visions of reality. Dramatic 

presence serves not only as means for discussing the 

reality of roles of the individual in society, but also to 

emphasize the unlimited scope of possibility to dream, 

and the merging of the two. 

Spatial vision is qualified by a single station point and 

progression into architecture of the community space 

rather than around a work of architecture. Piercing of 

perceived boundaries may occur by punched out 

openings in massive walls. 

Architectural Theory 

The facility should provide a dramafic environment to 

engage and challenge the staff and community to 

sharing. Architectural characteristics should be 

exaggerated, the facility will use complex and stimulafing 

volumes, spaces, organization, colors and patterns. 

Contrast will be made in colors and patterns of furniture 

and walls. Also, the facility should offer an awareness of 

the failing of the senses that tends to occur in the dying. 

The consistent absence of color may be used to 

intensely demonstrate the phenomenon, as well as 

further offer dramafic unity. 

Precedence is taken from the Old People's Home and 
12 Health Center in Oitti, Finland . 

Precedence is taken from the Old People's Home and 

Health Center in Oitti, Finland^\ 

Exterior paths will vary in texture through the procession. 

Flooring in public spaces and circulafion should have a 

dramafic and permanent character 

11 Prom Victor Regnier's Assisted Living Housing; for tiie 

Elderii, page 85. 

'^ From Victor Regnier's Assisted Living Housing for the 
Elderly, page 85. 
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Sculpture will be included that pertains to life, death, and 

change in public open spaces on platfomis and in 

private niches. The facility needs to acknowledge 

different needs of the philistine masses and the 

enlightened individuals within the built environment. 

Without priorifizing. Hospice should relate to both on 

mulfiple levels of significance, rather than choosing to 

serve only one or the other. Signage should reflect this 

democrafic communicafion. 

Architectural Theory 

'•' viiicvi'^fa ».'-^i;:'ji. :•.••;' &!^^immm^ 

Precedence is taken from the Hellenisfic statues of Gaul 

Barbarians, and Apollo in fight with Giants from 

Pergamon 13 

^̂  From Hellenistic Architecture in Asia Minor page 44. 
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Built Context Issue(s) 

Archeoloqical Remains 

Pollution 

Electrical power systems 

Drainaoe 

Existing Paths 

Exterior Walls 

Natural Context Issue(s) 

Diverse Topoloav 

Soil 

Precipitation 

Temperature 

Humidity 

Wind 

Sun 

Vegetation 

Psychological Context Issue(s) 

Comfort 

Personalization 

Sensory Qualities 

Massing 

Architectural Context 
Cultural Context Issue(s) 

Identity 
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'̂' From Bergama Tourist Brochure, 1997. 
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Area and Region Map 

Architectural Context 

TcpDgTap*nKk<3 Kaitc 
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Site 
Architectural Context 

Red Hall and surrounding hillside residential. 

Roman ruins along the Selanus at south of site. 

View to Acropolis from slaughterhouse ruins. 

Red Hall at the North West comer of site. 

Hill park to the south of the site. Slaughterhouse to South of site and across the Selanus 

K.gm,«^^* jT%.^.«.-w>, i ,w^,^»„, .>„„ ,w,—»— ^ 
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28 Architectural Context 
Archeolooical Remains 

Most of the town of Bergama has been registered as first 

or second degree archeolooical sites, and thus are 

restricted by archeological excavation requirements. 

Any excavations perfomned must be performed by 

archeologists, and thus the length of time of construction 

is greatly increased. It is common for developers to 

erect buildings without going through the proper 

procedures of conservation; the penalties of fines and 

jail sentences are often considered less damaging than 

the time delay involved In archeological excavation, 

which may last decades. 

The facility should take into consideration the value of 

the remains that lie below the surface and set an 

example for how they may be preserved. A non-invasive 

approach may include the application of Shallow 

foundation slabs and low rise structures. 

Illegal excavation in Bergama 

Precedence is taken from the built up slab of the Red 

Hall precinct at Bergama. 

The facility may achieve interesting aspects by 

implementing an Archeological display in basement or 

subterranean sonic imaging devices integrated into 

design. 

[BJVLC^INIOI 
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Pollution 

Pollution is an important issue to this site, where 

degeneration has already been at woric. Though the site 

is not much directly affected by car exhaust pollution, the 

site should strive to maintain this condition, rather than 

simply take advantage of it. In the serenity of a valley, 

the audio static of cars and the visual static of signage 

are not currentiy oppressive at this location, but are 

issues that the site may have to contend with at a later 

time. Water contamination is a significant issue for this 

facility and its interaction with the site. The nature of the 

Islamic community is to turn one's back to the outside 

and focus on the interior life without consideration to the 

outside. 

The site should strive to be self supportive and non 

polluting in fumes, water, noise, or visual static, as well 

as setting an example for future neighbors. Trees, water 

purifying basins, and solar energy collection units are 

elements that may be included in the built environment 

in order to preserve it. 

Architectural Context 

In order to increase awareness of the environment and 

the effect of the inward turned nature of the community 

in recent decades, as well as encourage revitalization. 

Visual and physical connection should be made to the 

Selanus river and its condltionsr 

-ir^r 

Precedence is taken from the Selanus River, Bergama 

,i<^'^f^^ i F J i : . (*/** 1*11 rA**^ r *^« r ^ Auf^ WMnr^rxM ID n*< I T A I F 
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Drainage 
Architectural Context 

The site may not be connected, but near accessible to 

any current drainage systems. Water, as an Important 

symbol for purity and transition in death, needs to be 

treated with care and distinction. 

A water system will need to be installed which can 

obtain, treat, and distribute water to the facility in an 

aesthetic manner. Proper drainage techniques should be 

adopted to safely and efficientiy shed runoff water away 

from the site and road, into absorbing culverts. Drainage 

benches or channels should be provided above and 

below steep banks to collect runoff water. The existing 

vegetation should be conserved and added to in order to 

temper the speed and amount of water absorption and 

runoff, as well as reduce erosion^ .̂ Because of the 

extensive areas of limited percolation to be added to the 

site, such as paving, roads, and roofs, sub-surface 

drainage devices may be necessary. 

Disposal of slaughtered sheep blood into the Selanus 

River at Bergama. 

iSjSL-blHGf 

Vl2fcy« r̂ATl0M 

15 From Ibid 1-17. 
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Existing Paths 

The original procession wavs has been absorbed into 

the land. There is one significant highway and one 

significant farm road to iN#this area. Air facilities are 

available through Izmir. Tourism is an Important industry 

for Bergama. Therefore, the site will have visual and 

physical access to major thoroughfares, and utilize any 

historically significant procession ways. The area will 

also promote pedestrian activity. 

The fadlity should utilize any historically significant 

procession ways. 

The facility will have visual and physical access to major 

thoroughfares, especially agricultural and tourist routes. 

Pedestrian activity should also be encouraged. 

.'̂ ^ 
,-0 

Architectural Context 

1 \?i c>v^:i ^ 
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Exterior wall treatment 

Blank walls are broken by an ornamented entrance. 

Precedence is taken from Divirigi Mosque-Hospital in 

Anatolya. 1228-29\ 

Colonnades are common in Turkish and Hellenistic 

architecture. Colonnades can be used as transitional 

faces, to create a private recess, moderate sun 

penetration, or to set up cross axis to the entrance. 

Precedence is taken from Topkapi Sarayi in Istanbul, 

1473.^ 

Architectural Context 

When modem construction is used to protect old 

monuments, materials should be differentiated. 

Precedence is taken from Ulu Cami in Malatya, 1224 .̂ 

Entrances are often heavily decorated with carvings, 

script, and niche patterns. Decoration around entrances 

often greatiy over scale the doors themselves. Framing 

entrances with vertical elements such as minurets also 

help call attention to the entry. 

' From Esin Atil's Turkish Art and Architecture. 1980, pages 
64-65. 
^ From Ibid, 99. 
^ From Ibid,63 

IVU.'^mi^lLikMMBlMtf 
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Precedence is taken from the Cifte Minareli Medrese 

(education center) in Erzurum. ca. 1271. and Medrese of 

Celaleddin Karatay In Konya. 1251-52^ 

Light hollow core brick Is predominantiy used non-

structurally in residential and commercial construction. 

Precedence Is taken from squatter housing in Bergama. 

Brick may be used on interiors as well as exteriors for in 

fill of concrete or other heavy structure. 

Precedence is taken from Middle East Technical 

University, ca. 1962. 

Architectural Context 

Rubble masonry may be used to in fill stone framing. 

Precedence is taken from restoration of an Ottoman 

building at middle ten-ace in Bergama. 

Fenestration configuration may be used to order 

otherwise flat and un-omamented facades of brick and 

stucco. 

From Ibid, 60,66. 

m,\.~i,i^ ^^smtmaB^^mmmmmmMum 
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Dark wood may be used to draw out elements such as 

doors and windows from their modem concrete 

surroundings. 

Precedence is taken from Middle East Technical 

University, ca. 1962. 

Strong bands may be rendered to make masonry 

distinctive by altemating light and dartc coursing. 

Precedence is taken from high design dwelling in 

Istanbul. 

Architectural Context 
Similar to traditional dwellings of Turidsh architecture, 

the building should have a distinctive and heavy 

foundation, with brick, stone, or other heavy masonry on 

the lower courses, and light weight materials of wood or 

steel construction on upper levels. 

i - , . 

Xi- K 

Precedence is taken from vernacular Turkish dwellings 

* From Postcard printed by Middle East Technical University, 
1996. 
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36 Architectural Context 

Diverse Topoloav 

The region of Bergama is one of diverse topology. The 

physical features of this area are level to mostly rolling 

hills. When preparing for the approach to the site, the lines 

of site over level changes must be considered. The 

spectacularity of sacred geography emphasizes theater as 

social reality. Architectural planning can create a series of 

staged settings, which slowly lead one to a dramatic 

climax, and then resolution. This procession may make 

way from the mundane, through physical and spiritual 

training, and to a vision of divine powers. Set vistas along 

the procession encourage seeing, looking, re-finding 

through ramps, colonnades, gates, through fares, and 

stairways. 

The facility may utilize the hills for lifting up of ideals. The 

positioning on level changes should be considered, 

especially when dealing with a site location at crests of 

hills overiooking roads. High visibility is desired so that 

signage can be minimal, but effective in attracting 

attention. Vehicular circulation should run near parallel to 

contour lines 10 

VIEWING OC>0&ST=. ON SU)rE^ 

r/?££ ivr£j_iMiTO__or_orNif 

•S^: 'Ki: 

The facility may utilize the plane for living through 

creation of Buttressing and retaining walls. The planes 

should have a Primarily individual viewpoint, with a 

centrifugal combination of open fomns rather than a 

centripetal aggregation of closed spaces. 

PEf^CEFTlON or 2>riV:E 

fT-f.rtNVEP 
SITE 

Miae> ArFE6T MicroawATE 

10 From Architectural License Seminars Handl)Ook. ALS, July 
1995, page 76. 
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Soil 
The hill country of the area consists of mostly 
blackland soil, some loam, young volcanic rock, and 
sand. Maximum frost line is defined at 5 feet below 
gradeV Granite outcrops from the underiying bed exist 
in locations. The fine grained soil of the region will 
make fair to poor foundations, have slight to medium 
compressibility, and expansion, and have fair to poor 
drainage characteristics^. Therefore, soil analysis 
should be perfomned and the relation to bearing 
capacities should be considered when initially laying 
out foundations. 

Precipitation 
The average precipitation of this area ranges between 
35 inches mean minimum to 97 inches mean 
maximum between January and July .̂ Therefore, the 
facility should have elements that engage the 
unexpected though often pleasant event of rain. 

Metal roofs may be used to shed clean rainwater to 
collection points and to resonate the sound of rainfall. 

Precedence is taken from the Wildfiower Research 
Center in Austin, Texas. 

Cisterns may be used to collect and preserve fresh 
water. 

Precedence is taken from the Asklepion in Pergamon 

Architectural Context 
Temperature 
The site exists within a hot humid zone^. Temperatures 
range between 90 degrees F and above for 105 days of 
the year to 32 degrees F and below for 21.1 days of the 
year. Therefore, interior spaces should be carefully 
considered to minimize need for mechanical heating and 
cooling. 

Courtyard groupings of interior spaces is a common 
practice in this region. 

So^ 

•*» M "^ ; 

Precedence is takerrTrom vernacular Turkish housing of 
the region^ 

Heavy massing walls may be used to moderate the flow 
of heat between the hot days and cool nights. 

:5:V • , 

-r^^^'^F^" 
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Precedence taken from Solar Architecture. 

Humidity 
Relative humidity of the site averages between 86 at 6 
a.m. and 56 at noon, with fluctuations throughout the 
day .̂ Therefore, mechanical drying methods should be 
considered for interior spaces when the temperature is 
above 65 degrees F. 

1 Prnm ^r^hitpriiirai Site Analysis. 1991, page 2-13. 
^ From Ibid, 2-8. 
3 From Ibid, 1-18. 

'' From Worid Almanac page 235. 
^ From The Art and Architecture of Turicey. 

From Ibid, 236. 
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In exterior spaces, water may be introduced to cool the 
effects of temperature in the hotter seasons, through 
elements such as reflection ponds and fountains. 

Precedence is taken from vernacular Turkish 
architecture and Bernini. 

Wind 
The site receives a mean annual wind speed of 19.2 
MPH, with a high around 114 MPH in September'. 
The predominant winds come from the Southeast in 
summer months, and from Northeast in winter months. 

Therefore, the site is most desirable at near-crest 
elevations to catch air streams and breezes during the 
hotter seasons, but with some massive blocking from 
the colder winds. Trees may be utilized to block out 
cold winter winds on the Northeast side, and be 
cleared out or deciduous on the floWheast side to 
allow cooling summer winds. 

Operational windows or vents should be installed with 
range intake of at least 36 inches from the ground 
surface for better circulation. 

f:?.-.r.v.v.vMJA.^.:..'.'.WAV.v,.'*'J,'jM ' 

Architectural Context 
Exterior wind blocks may be used to force air flow 
through vents and windows of the building. 

hSoMv)\f<^ HVAA F I^W Wit-Vi VAvAho^^pw^ M^^ifijiki') WiM^ Fl<^ Witl^ l,<iiA <̂j(S<̂ pini5 

Wind scoops may be used to bring cooling air to the 
central areas of the building. 

Room configurations and window layouts should be 
conducive to air flow. 

p ^ 
'•tiTiT-fiT - I - • • •• -•••'••-•••'•"'!, 
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Precedence from vernacular Turkish architecture and 
Solar Architecture. 

From Ibid, 279. 
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Sun 
The site's area receives 72 percent possible sunshine 
throughout the year. Sun angles are important to 
consider in designing of the solar gain potenfial of 
massing and as well as the blocking, alternatively for 
the summer and winter months. Also, because of the 
rolling features of the landscape, the design should 
take into account the South facing slopes, which 
receive more energy than level sites. 

Therefore, the orientation of the building should face 
South to Southwest to take advantage of angles of 
incident In order to plan for solar effects. The site 
conditions suggest that solar energy should be 
considered as a viable means for heating the facility. 

Architectural Context 

Sun angles for 38 Degrees Latitude, ranging between 
75 and 27 degrees at noon, due South between June 
and December. 

H16I1 •5U^WC^ ^ N 
WANMS. T«E r o o r 
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Psychological Context Issue(s) 

Comfort 

Personalization 

Sensory Qualities 

Massing 

Architectural Context 
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Comfort 19 

Architectural Context 

This project will be respectful of the palliative 

philosophy of Hospice, as well as critical of it. The 

psychological issue of comfort will be applied to the 

architectural space by providing for the different kinds of 

needs of the staff and as a reminder of the needs of the 

dying and their families. 

Comfort has recently been detennined one of the most 

important aspects of hospice. Comfort is both physical 

and psychological, and variations of levels of comfort may 

be expressed in the type and quality of spaces. The 

sublime experience which arises through an excess of 

sensory infonmation can be disconcerting and 

uncomfortable, and hospice works to reduce the levels of 

incoming change that is often associated with the modern 

curative process. The facility may also acknowledge that 

addressing the issues of pain and death, such as grief, can 

often lead to a more fimri resolution. 

The facility may minimize individual control over the 

communal environment to produce pleasant ambient 

conditions for the maximum number of people. This may 

be achieved through acoustic means of Ambient music, 

therapeutic suggestion, placement of mechanical 

equipment in basement, placement of machines on rubber 

pads, white noise of music and water. Also, Lighting 

intensity may be modulated with built in sun screening and 

diffusing devices, and hidden light sources. Ventilation at 

a specific temperature should be maintained, and aromas 

can be introduced. Vistas should be framed with sizing 

and shape of openings. Decoration should occur through 

architectural detail, sculpture, popular color, and pattern of 

walls and furnishings. 

Precedence is taken from the Assisted Living Housing 

for the Elderiy.and the Captain Eldridge Congregate 

House in Hyannis, Massachusetts, designed by Barry 

Korobkin and Eric Jahan Architects^° 

19 PJ-Q^I Progressive Report: An investigation to determine 
whether the built environment affects patients' medical 
outcomes 

^̂  From Victor Regnier's Assisted Living Housing for the 
Elderly, page 161-160. 
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The fadlity should provide maximize control over the 

individual environment for the democracy of individual 

users. This may be achieved through acoustic and 

alterable audio boundaries between the individual spacer 

and others, as well as white noise generators such as wind' 

in trees and water fountains. Lighting may be adjusted 

through movable sun screening and diffusing devices, sky

lighting. Ventilation of individual spaces should be 

alterable through operating windows and individual air 

handling units. Views should be through expansive 

openings and movable screening devices. Decoration 

should be changeable, and fixtures should be compatible 

with standard apartment flats-drape rods, wall hangings, 

light fixtures, and floor coverings. 

Architectural Context 

Precedence is taken from Assisted Living 
Housing for the Elderly, by Regnier. 

' h'*\ A \ ilk I'^ins/crh 
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Personalization 

Sometimes it is not possible for patients to remain in the 

home because of unsafe or inadequate conditions, 

because the medical symptoms are too complicated to 

be managed at home, or the family is not present to 

assist in the care. Likewise, the hospice may send extra 

care-giving staff into the home as family surrogates. But 

the main focus is on Personal care within the reassuring 

home, as well as creating a home-like atmosphere in the 

office. Therefore, Hospice should provide opportunities 

to make the environment personal and individual. Also, 

Hospice should expose the loss of the person that 

occurs in death and the temporal existence of life. 

Interior walls of corridors and semi public spaces will be 

of drab colors to invite Personalization^ 

Larger open spaces will be provided to be divided by the 

individual staff members into more personalized sized 

spaces 

Sculptural omamentation will be implemented at 

entrances to spaces to set the character of their 

intended uses 

Architectural Context 

Cabinetry and shelves will be provided throughout the 

facility and especially in offices for display of personal 

effects. 

Precedence is taken from the Lubbock Hospice. 

^ Used by Herman Hertzberger in the design of an office 
building in Apeldoom, the Netherlands. Described in Duerk, 
1993, page 138. 
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Sensory Qualities 
Architectural Context 

The sensory qualities and scenic vistas of this area can 

be very dramatic. With rolling hills, fertile valleys and 

rivers, and good weather, the landscape is quite 

beautiful. The hills keep one from seeing everything at 

once; in fact, it is quite exciting when the crest of a hill 

opens up into the rich valleys, and can create an illusion 

of spatial containment, while the crests themselves are a 

release into the sky. The day-lighting is fairiy constant, 

as are the characteristic agricultural smells and sounds. 

Sensation of natural forces, such as thunder storms, can 

be quite intense and amplified by the open, untouched 

nature of the site. Therefore, the facility should address 

the sensory qualities by offering dramatic vistas, access 

to natural lighting, and sheltered connection to natural 

forces. 

On one hand. Hospice acknowledges that the dying 

often experience desensitizing changes in visual, 

auditory, and olfactory senses, and yet searches for 

opportunities to Stimulate the senses and share the 

subtle beauty of life with their patients. On the other 

hand, the intensity of sensations through an excess of 

sensory infomiation can be disconcerting and 

uncomfortable in the dying. Therefore, Hospice should 

provide a stimulating environment to engage and 

challenge the staff and community to sharing. Also, 

Hospice should offer an awareness of the failing of the 

senses that tends to occur in the dying. 

The facility should frame views that emphasize the hill 

top release into the sky. 

The facility should frame views that can create an 

illusion of spatial containment within the hills 

Amplify natural forces by releasing the secure interior to 

the open, untouched nature of the site. This niay be 

accomplished through courtyards and patios. 

Precedence is taken from the Captain Eldridge 

Congregate House in Hyannis, Massachusetts, designed 

by Barry Korobkin and Eric Jahan Architects^ 

^'^.•t<. -:^^« J>=r!k A '*- • n C s , ' . ^ ' * ^ ' ' 

^ From Victor Regnier's Assisted Living Housing for the 
Elderly, page 161-160. 
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Massing 

The hills of the area provide dramatic scale to humans. 

The builders of the past have installed monumental 

worths, which have since seeped into the accepting 

consciousness of the inhabitants. Therefore, the 

massing and scale of the facility is fairly open for 

consideration, especially according to the eye of the 

foreigner. 

The facility should utilize a human scale in relation to 

inhabitants of the town. 

Architectural Context 

\:>. ccT^s/c/vy 

Precedence is taken from the Ulu Cami in Bergama. 

Emphasize on monumental character should occur in 

spaces and sight lines of processions from the exterior. 

' — ^ r,\' ^."M,"-.,! 

Precedence is taken from the Red Hall in Bergama. 
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A hospice is not a place, but a spirit of thought that 

unites a set of services that aim to relieve or ease the 

symptoms and side effects of temninal illness. Through 

extension to the patient's family, friends, and home, a 

hospice attempts to comprehensively fill the needs for 

humane care for the temiinally ill. Or rather, hospice 

may be seen as an extension of the family and home in 

a time of need. A hospice serves the individual by 

extending the spiritual significance of the community. 

The spirituality of death of the inhabitants of Bergama 

is mostiy concerned with the release of an imperfect 

body and the reunification of the individual with the 

perfect whole. However, the emphasis of this project is 

placed on the more prevalent global view of the body, 

where the emphasis is placed on the physical fact of the 

death and spiritual fact of life. Thus, the immortal and 

the mortal may both be shown as important aspects in 

the spiritual being of the individual, without emphasizing 

the symbolic status of the individual in life. 

• The emphasis on sculptures of the 

dematerialized deceased body in the coffin and images 

of acts that are symbolic of one's life status shows a shift 

from the prospective concern with the afteriife to a 

retrospective concern with commemorating one's offices. 

There is a further shift away from the descripfion of 

social positions by replacing the acts with animated 

busts. This shows a metaphysical contrast between the 

transitory body and eternal individual, and the 

acceptance of the fact of physical death and celebration 

of the spiritual fact of life. Geometric abstractions and 

numerical iconology are most often used to express 

spirituality in the Islamic culture. 

The reverence for life through Identificafion with rural 

agriculture can play an important part of the design. 

This may include the use of natural lighfing to facilitate 

Architectural Context 
the perception of the changing environment, the sound 

and movement of water features, sculptural motifs such 

as cyclical plant growth and sedation of alcohol, and the 

development of gardens throughout the facility and 

landscape. 

Cultural Context Issue(s) 

Identity 

gggggg! 
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Identity 

To achieve some sense of security in the process of 

dying, death should be allowed to come in a familiar 

setting, where the discomforting threat of the alien 

medical apparatus and procedures is controlled by the 

patient. The staffing unit should reflect the removal of 

mechanical systems and the return of user control in 

accordance to their own senses. The facility should 

work not only towards accommodation, but also gentle 

self revealing. Peace of death may come about through 

familiarity and a sense of structure, as well as the 

discovery or reinterpretation into the new. Inspiration can 

be discovered in empathy for the other through 

understanding one's own experience. The most distinct 

common trait of the people that live in Bergama and 

surrounding areas is their identification with the rural 

agriculture and the Islamic fomns of construction. 

Architectural Context 
methods to provide a comforting sense of continuity of 

residential character through use of overhanging 

second stories, courtyard entries, 1 to 3 story, and wood 

structured stucco. 

^ME 
The interior of the individual spaces of the facility should 

address a human scale rather than an institutional scale. 

Proportions, forms, and shapes that are harmonious with 

the Islamic culture can offer and underiying organization 

that is familiar 

Precedence is taken from the proportions of a Minuret. 

Individual dwellings should use historical and cultural 

references of traditional vernacular Aegean construction 

Precedence is given to the Vernacular Turkish House, 

as well as the Captain Eldridge Congregate House in 

Hyannis, Massachusetts, designed bBarry Korobkin and 

Eric Jahan Architects 22 

Foreign sculptural motifs may also be introduced to 

mechanical and technological spaces to identify a 

difference which may then be accepted or rejected. 

iui«aiHBa 
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48 Architectural Context 

Theater spaces should make use of foreign references 

to provoke the sensations of exploration of the new 

through modern elements and non-symmetrical 

organization. Foreign sculptural motifs will be used to 

ornament mechanical and technological spaces. 

'x \ S / *' 

Precedence is taken from the Chapel of the Word, 

Divine Word Missionaries Visitors Center in Techny, 

Illinois, designed by David Woodhouse^^ 

22 From Victor Regnier's Assisted Living Housing for the 
Elderly, page 161-160. 
23 PJ.QJ„ Architectural Record, September 1997. 
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City Life 

Agriculture and martlets are still very much a part of town 

life in Bergama. A festive market occationally appears on 

the street across the Selanus from the Red Hall. 

Verandas and patios should release onto the Selanus 

facing the market place. 

Architectural Context 

Large gatherings are common, for state and religious 

reasons, as well as recreation. Community gathering 

spaces should be multi-use and flexible. 

Streets are used by pedestrians, and are areas of lively 

activity. Pedestrian access should be provided for and 

included into the design. Windows can overtook streets. 

Visual connections may be made between the hill and 

valley sites, and other important build and natural 

elements in the landscape. Buildings should frame vistas 

for both public and individual processions. 

Precedence is taken from Residential and commercial 

streets in Bergama. 
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Facility Issues 

Privacy 

Social Interaction 

Autonomy of Choice 

Procession 

Entry/Exit 

Facility 

ULBaaftaatwoPwiLiiUiiiixnAWiW!" 
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Privacy 

The program is directed towards fulfilling the 

needs of the patient as an individual, rather than 

as a medical subject. Because freedom of the 

individual implies great importance to a non

invasive nature, it is important that the program 

is invited in as a fully accepted and thus self-

creative act of the patient. Admission of need 

for help does mean giving up some of one's 

Privacy and independence, but hospice workers 

attempt to introduce themselves non-intrusively 

and for the overall gain of the individual, and can 

expect a similar environment for themselves 

within the office. Therefore, Hospice should 

provide comfortably secure opportunities for 

seclusion from interaction with others, including 

observation and intrusion. Also, Hospice should 

foster an awareness of the pain of feeling alone. 

Glassed walls will offer visual connection without 

audio access, blank through-vistas will extend 

vision past interior spaces to a dead end and a 

loss of social interest, screening devices in 

semi-public areas will partially block view while 

allowing sound. 

civ ^ - ^ o l TV^ 

\ 

Facility 

Level changes will be used to indicate more 

private spaces; this may be accomplished 

through the use of platforms, slopes, and stairs 25 

\ 

X. 

Precedence is taken from the Agora at 

Pergamon. 

Previewing an area before entering a social setting is a 

touch that may be utilized to make the situations more 

comfortable. This may be achieved through anterooms 

that lead to other spaces to separate the immediate 

public from private spaces. 

Precedence is taken from the Captain Eldridge 

Congregate House in Hyannis, Massachusetts, designed 

by Barry Korobkin and Eric Jahan Architects^® 

^̂  Suggested from Francis Ching's Form Space ar^' Jrder. 
page 120. 

• L - ' ^ ' - . : • ! • • - . • - . ^ : « 
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Social interaction 

The element of social interaction is important to 

maintaining communication. Rather than 

planning for specific social occurances, places 

for random meetings may be facilitated. The 

dying should not feel shut out from society, and 

those who care for them may need to express 

themselves often to others. 

Public spaces will be arranged in conference 

table arrangements and L-shaped 

arrangements^ ,̂ while semi-public spaces will be 

arranged in theater arrangements and linear 

arrangements. 

Precedence is taken from the Asklepion theater 

at Pergamon. 

Facility 

' i 
r 

Precedence is taken from the Old People's 

Home and Health Center in Oitti, Finland 28 

Corridors will expand at room entrances to form 

social pockets 29 

rr-' 

* ilinll 

••• ' i V 

'm-
''> . \ 

Precedence is taken from Victor Regnier's 

Assisted Livino Housing for the Elderiy. 

Single loaded corridors with a view to atriums or 

outdoor activities will expand from private 

spaces to a place for sitting; seating 

arrangements should be positioned around 

public areas every 15 to 20 feet. 

26 YiQxsi Vic tor R e g n i e r ' s Assis ted Living Hous ing for the 

Elderly, page 161-160. 
27 sociopetal space, as described by Hall 1969,108 

^̂  Ibid, page 57. 
^̂  Suggestion from Victor Regnier's Assisted Living Housing 
for the Elderly, page 57. 
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Autonomy of choice 

Facility 

Palliative hospice care is not contradictory, 

but critical of the conventional, cure-oriented 

medical treatment aimed at fighting the disease 

by any means possible. Hospice care does not 

deny the modern aggressive method, but lays 

claim to a time when that approach becomes 

counterproductive. For patients with temninal 

illnesses such as cancer, the effects of futile 

invasive treatments such as chemotherapy may 

be as destructive as the disease itself. These 

harsh medicines often add to, rather than reduce 

a patient's suffering. Hospice reaffirms the right 

of every person and family to participate fully in 

the final stages of life^\ Hospice should be an 

adaptable environment where people feel they 

have a choice in such things as lighting, sound 

levels, and temperature. The built environment 

should be clear in its communication of 

possibilities and their significance. The hospice 

tries to return Autonomy of choice, 

independence, and control of daily events to the 

patient. It allows the patient to fulfill what he 

really wants at this stage of life. The patient 

may choose, in an independent way, what his or 

her course of action will be and thus plan a way 

for letting it all happen. The facility should 

provide opportunities for staff to make decisions 

about their environment and control events and 

influence their outcomes. Also, Hospice should 

make evident aspects which cannot be 

controlled, and therefore accepted. 

Primary circulation axis will be detenninative in 

nature as a geometrically controlled device of 

movement through spaces. Primary circulation 

will be devoid of purposeful ornamentation^^. A 

secondary circulation system will allow for 

choice of route. Seating along secondary route 

will emphasize the freedom to rest 

( " 

• i .r\ 
i ! I 

CT^ 

Precedence is taken from Lyndon and Moore's 

Chamber for a Memory Palace, page 6. 

Window units will be operable and easily 

accessible for user adjustment 

31 From HAA website. 

32 Suggestion from Amanda Blosser's unpublished thesis on 
The International Style", 1997. 
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Procession 

Hospice may serve as a point of entry and 

departure for both the patient in his or her 

journey from the living world and for the family in 

their own lives. Hospice stands as an end to 

pain as well as a point for the beginning of 

healing. Hospice is also a point where the 

Facility 

multidisciplinary team leaves their comfortable 

worid to enter into the realm of the dying. 

Therefore, the Hospice should be clear in its 

aesthetic designation of entrance and exit. Also, 

Hospice should represent the discomfort of 

transition. 

Placement of each element upon the hill should be 

ordered by massing, sight angles, column numbers and 

spacing, color and decoration . 

Connection should be made between city institutions for 

the dying, including mosque, residence, crematorium, 

sacrificial alters, theaters, necropolis 

There should be a progression of emotion 

Location of the facility should be on a major 

transportation and/or commercial axis 

Consideration and demarkation of historic sacred 

procession ways 

^ From Hellenistic Architecture in Asia Minor, page 65. 
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Facility 

The iiiC'my shauld fepfesfini Û e dis-cumfott ':if Iriiojiilior*, 

The materials of the entry court will be hard and rough to 

quicken the passage through an uncomfortable place. 

AJI entry couri wiii be provided with an air »ck yesiibuie. 

v:^><^/ 

Precedence is taken from the entry chamber of the 

Lower Agora \\\ Pergafiifon~~ 

Narrow winding paths will lead in from parking and 

tfxietTXJf \jf Srtt? x(j bur!Cril"ty ir ixwiCn ?> 

Iri-cs 

ii'iuri 1 

)H.tU'Miiiin pjtili 

Precedence is taken from the entrance 

procession to the Asklepion, In Bergama 

I I IIIIIIIIIUIIIillllllimilllllllTTrmTTTITIBimillllllllllllllillllillinffrT^^ 
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56 Facility 
I 

Point of entry and departure 

Thus, the hospice image was rnearii to tBcognize a 

link between pilgrims on a perilous journey to the holy 

land, and the dying, sojourners on an even more fearful 

ana mysterious pilgrimage from tnis wona lo me next'''". 

As a point of departure, Sandol Stoddard describes 

dying as a great journey and the modern hospice as "a 

place or meeting, a way station, a place ot transit, or 

arrival and departure." The origin of the word hospice 

are the same as our words for hostel, hospital, and 

hospitality, the Latin word hospices, meaning both host 

and guest. 

The facility may serve as a point of entry and 

departure for both the patient in his or her journey from 

tha living worki and for ths family In their own lives. 

Hospice stands as an end to pain as well as a point for 

the beginning of healing. The facility is a point where the 

multiriisciplinary team leavas their own r.omfortabls 

world to enter into the realm of the dying. 

The facility should be clear in its aesthetic designation of 

entrance and exit. ^. Wafjs arxj borders wlil |:>e pierced 

with doors and windows with minimal visible framing as 

deliberated punches of void in solid. A 10 wide foot 

spacious pedestrian avenues and corridors wiii load 

through the main entrances of spaces and the facility. 

A water feature will be in place at the entry of the facility. 

— s a i M ? ' :: 

m^^K^^-^ 

im 

Precedence is taken from Oio Dugu Technik Universiti in 

Ankara, Turkiye. 

A vertical element will be used to Indicate the entrance 

from a distance. 

Precedence is taken from the Friday Mosque minuret in 

Bergama, Turkiye 

I rom Larry Uerestord's The Hospice Handt)ook, xxi 
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Space Summary 

Facility 

Definition of Net square feet (NSF), Usable/Leasable square feet (USF), and Gross square feet (GSF) that are used to 

calculate footages and all codes followed are based on those of the Building Owners and Managers Association (BOMA), 

the Life Safety Code Handbook (LSCH), American Disabilities Handbook Federal Register (ADA FS), and primarily the 

Uniform Building Code (UBC). 

NSF= Area assigned to an either public or private individual activity station, or to an auxiliary function. 

USF = NSF X 1.30 

GSF = USF X 1.20. 

Building Codes 

Bergama has no set building code, other than archeological restrictions as described. 

The facility has two ratings of occupancy: 

• Office 

• Residence 

Group, 

Division 

B 

Constructi 

on Type 

V, One 

Hour 

Bearing Walls 

One Hour 

Non-Bearing Walls 

One Hour 

Openings 

Not pemiitted less 

than 5', Protected 

less than 10' 

Height, 

Area 

3 stories. 

14,000' 

(X.0929m^) 

Group, 

Division 

1,1.1 

Construction 

Type 

111, One Hour 

Bearing Walls 

Four Hour N/C 

Non-Bearing Walls 

Four Hour N/C, 

except N/R, N/C 40' 

or greater 

Openings 

Not permitted less 

than 5', Protected 

less than 20' 

Height, 

Area 

1 story, 

6,800' 

(X.0929m^) 
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Analysis of Spaces 

Facility 

The activities that will be housed in the facility will be oriented towards the in-house functions of the staff and 

preparing them for their outward bound duties, as well as in-house public education. An amount of distinction will 

exist between the public and the more private staff spaces, though they will all be incorporated towards similar 

outward bound goals. These differ in the types of functions and the amount of users. An overall unity should be 

maintained from within to strengthen the connectivity between them. The interior of the facility will be ordered 

through organizing principles. The exterior of the facility will be ordered through a geometric grid and a regular 

plan. 

Office 

Theater 

Entry/Exit 

# of users 

related activities 

related spaces 

user needs 

200 s.f. 

2 

• arriving 
• leaving 
• interaction 
• cleansing 
• grounds 
• procession 
• community education 
• work room 
• water element 

• protection from wind 
and rain 

• feeling of anticipation 
• compression 
• forward focus 
• sense of arrival 
• exaggerated character 
• progression into 
• padded flooring 
• .90 cfm/sf air change 

Procession 

# of users 

Related activities 

Related spaces 

user needs 

700 s.f. 

100 

• interaction 
• viewing 
• perfomriing 

• entry/exit 
• auditorium 
• niches 
• work room 
• sanitary room 

• progression around 
• varying texture 
• view through plane 
• path extended to 

isolated points in 
landscape 

• sculpture 
• .90 cfm/sf air change 

tfMIOO<tJ<>t6J»? M II iimmiygiiiwwHWMtjinii I jiininnma.-i 



59 Facility 

Kitchen 

# of users 

related activities 

related spaces 

user needs 

1200 s.f. 

6 

• preparation 
• cleaning 
• eating 
• work room 
• storage 

• contrasting 
color and 
pattern of 
furniture and 
wall 

• natural lighting 
• 1.50 cfm/sf air 

change 

Work Areas 

# of users 

related activities 

related spaces 

user needs 

400 s.f. 

2 

• working 
• interacting 

• entry/exit 
• procession 
• kitchen 
• storage 
• view from plane to hill 
• separation of public to 

private 
• change in level 
• visual screening 
• open and variable 

configuration 
• utility wash basin 
• .15 cfm/sf air change 

Community Education 

# of users 

related activities 

related spaces 

user needs 

1250 s.f. 

100 

• teaching 
• learning 
• performing 
• entry/exit 
• procession 
• library 
• work room 
• sculpture of change in 

society 
• decorated flooring 
• exotic social 

backdrops 
• theatric view from hill 

to plane 
• theatric use of lighting 
• frame city 
• 2.25 cfm/sf air change 

Library 

# of users 

related activities 

related spaces 

user needs 

500 s.f. 

1 

• reading 
• contemplation 

• community education 
• spiritual spaces 

• darker walls than base 
and cornice 

• shelving 
• 1.0 cfm/sf air change 

iHH/iivaiiH iivKianonwtMWT" 
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Dwelling 

Facility 

staff Offices 

# of users 

related activities 

related spaces 

user needs 

100 s.f. 

1 

• working 
• contemplation 

• work room 
• spiritual space 
• storage 
• sanitary room 
• individual view from 

plane to hill and sky 
• glass walls to public 

spaces 
• placement at dead 

ends 
• cabinets and shelves 
• drab walls 
• name plaque at door 
• connected by exterior 

path 
• operational windows 
• .14 cfm/sf air change 

Spiritual Spaces 

# of users 

related activities 

related spaces 

user needs 

70 s.f. 

1 

• contemplation 
• liberation 
• viewing 
• entry/exit 
• procession 
• library 
• offices 
• layering of sculptural 

meaning 
• sculpture of social rest 
• individual view to sky 

and landscape 
• directed lighting 
• .50 cfm/sf air change 

Storage 

# of users 

related activities 

related spaces 

user needs 

300 s.f. 

1 

• supply 
• records 
• disposal 
• kitchen 
• work room 
• office 
• empty cabinetry 
• use of electronic 

equipment for access 
• .05 cfm/sf air change 

Sanitary Rooms 

# of users 

related activities 

related spaces 

user needs 

400 s.f. 

4 

• disposal 
• washing 
• adjusting 
• work room 
• offices 
• procession 
• cleanable surfaces 
• hidden lighting 
• .50 cfm/sf air change 

U.J*" •,»—T>, tci*^ a 
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Residence 
Theater 
Entry/Exit 

# of users 

related activities 

related spaces 

user needs 

200 s.f. 

2 

• meeting 
• arriving 
• leaving 
• cleansing 
• community gathering 
• spiritual space 

• protection from wind 
and rain 

• feeling of completion 
• liberation 
• sense of arrival 
• exaggerated character 
• progression in 
• padded flooring 
• varying texture 
• .90 cfm/sf air change 

Kitchen 

# of users 

related activities 

related spaces 

user needs 

6 s.f. 

1200 

• preparation 
• cleaning 
• eating 
• interacting 
• community gathering 
• care-giver residence 
• storage 
• contrasting color and 

pattern of furniture and 
wall 

• natural lighting 
• 1.50 cfm/sf air change 

Community Gathering 

# of users 

related activities 

related spaces 

user needs 

1000 s.f. 

20 

interaction 
eating 
viewing 
entry/exit 
kitchen 
studio 
spiritual space 
sculpture of change in 
nature 
decorated flooring 
natural backdrops 
view from hill to plane 
theatric use of lighting 
frame land 
1.50 cfm/sf air change 

— "L^~U~rrL.J-ii JHWJPP^'^gW^iM^W^^^ggiS = 9 ! ^ 
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Dwelling 

Facility 

Patient Residence 

# of users 

related activities 

related spaces 

user needs 

200 s.f. 

1 

• interaction 
• contemplation 
• caring 
• dying 
• care-giver residence 
• spiritual space 
• storage 
• landscape 
• individual view from 

plane to hill and sky 
• glass walls to public 

spaces 
• cabinets and shelves 
• drab walls 
• name plaque at door 
• connected by exterior 

path 
• operational windows 
• .25 cfm/sf air change 

Caregiver Residence 

# of users 

related activities 

related spaces 

user needs 

200 s.f. 

1 

• interaction 
• contemplation 
• caring 

• patient residence 
• kitchen 
• storage 

• individual view from 
plane to hill and sky 

• open and changeable 
configuration 

• 25 cfm/sf air change 

Studio Areas 

# of users 

related activities 

related spaces 

user needs 

100 s.f. 

1 

• crafting 
• cleaning 
• Community gathering 
• spiritual space 

• view from plane to hill 
• utility basin at door 
• .30 cfm/sf air change 

Spiritual Spaces 

# of users 

related activities 

related spaces 

user needs 

70 s.f. 

1 

• contemplation 
• liberation 
• entry/exit 
• community gathering 
• patient residence 
• care-giver residence 
• studio 
• layering of meaning 
• sculpture of natural 

rest 
• individual view to sky 

and land 
• .30 cfm/sf air change 

muni'wiuMKmiJiii mutimii IMiJtLUUJ! 
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63 Facility 

storage 

# of users 

related activities 

related spaces 

user needs 

150 s.f. 

• supply 
• disposal 
• kitchen 
• patient residence 
• care-giver residence 
• studio 
• empty cabinetry 
• use of electronic 

equipment for access 
• .30 cfm/sf air 

mwwiim[«u,a!iM«gwr"- HBBeeiBBJJ'i J , jn,.jll 
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Office 

Space Summary 

Space Number of Area Occupancy Occupancy Number of Number of 
Description Spaces sq.ft. Load Factor Rate occupants for 2 Egress 

. Egress 
• Entry 
Foyer 
Fountain 
Procession 
• Kitchen 
Dining 
Cafe 
• Work Areas 
Volunteer 
Room 
External 
Comm. 
• Community 

Ed. 
Auditorium 
Audio-Visual 
Booth 
Conference 
Room 
• Staff Offices 
• Spiritual 

Space 
Napping Room 
Scream Room 
Fountain 
Niches 
• Library 
• Storage 
Pharmaceutical 
Landscaping 
Medical 
Disposal 
Mechanical 
Equip. 
Medical Equip. 

Sanitary 
Rooms 
Toilet 
Shower 
Changing 

4 
2 
4 
1 
1 
1 
1 

1 
1 

1 
1 
1 
1 

15 

1 
1 
2 
8 

1 

1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
2 
1 

4 
1 
1 

120 
1200 
40 
700 
1200 
150 
225 

300 
100 

700 
100 
450 

1500 

50 
100 
20 
80 

500 

300 
300 
300 
300 
600 
600 
300 

400 
7 

50 

i 

3 
3 

N/A 
7 

200 
15 
15 

15 
100 

7 
100 
15 

100 

50 
100 
N/A 
N/A 

50 

300 
300 
300 
300 
300 
300 
300 

50 
7 

50 

60 
400 

0 
100 
60 
10 
15 

20 
1 

100 
1 

30 

15 

1 
1 
0 
0 

10 

1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
2 
1 

8 
1 
1 

N/A 
50 
N/A 
50 
30 
50 
50 

50 
30 

50 
30 
50 

30 

30 
30 
N/A 
N/A 

50 

30 
30 
30 
30 
30 
30 
30 

N/A 
N/A 
30 

9 

3 
3 
1 
1 

1 
1 

3 
1 
2 

1 

1 
1 

1 

1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

1 
1 
1 

. 



65 Space Summary 

Office: 

NSF 
USF 
GSF 

XI .20 
X1.30 

9815 

11778 
15311 

844 

/12 
/3 

X0.20 
Egress Feet 
Egress Num. 

168.8" 
14' 
5 
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Residence 

Space Summary 

Space Number of Area Occupancy Occupancy Number of Number of 1 
Description Spaces sq. ft. Load Factor Rate occupants for 2 Egress 1 

Egress I 
• Entry 
Fountain 
Procession 
• Kitchen 
Dining 
• Studio 

Areas 
• Comm 

Gathering 
• Patient Res. 
Toilet 
Bath 
Changing 
Room 
• Caregiver 

Res. 
Toilet 
Shower 
• Spiritual 

Spaces 
Patio 
Atrium 
Niches 
Library 
• Storage 
Pharma. 
Drawer 
Landscaping 
Disposal 
Mechanical Eq. 
Medical Equip 
Janitorial 
Personal Chest 

NSF 
USF 
GSF 

2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
4 

1 

8 
8 
8 
8 

2 
2 
2 

8 
2 
8 
1 

8 
1 
1 
1 
8 
8 
8 
12 

1200 
40 
35 

1200 
150 
400 

1000 

1600 
400 
200 
400 

800 
100 
14 

800 
100 
80 
100 

80 
300 
16 

300 
120 
400 
64 
96 

3 
N/A 
7 

200 
15 

100 

50 

200 
50 
25 
50 

200 
50 
7 

100 
N/A 
N/A 
50 

10 
300 
2 

300 
15 
50 
8 
8 

400 
0 
5 

60 
10 
4 

20 

8 
8 
4 
4 

4 
2 
2 

8 
0 
0 
2 

8 
1 
8 
1 
8 
8 
8 
12 

N/A/ 
N/A 
50 
30 
50 
30 

15 

10 
N/A 
N/A 
30 

10 
N/A 
N/A 

N/A 
N/A 
N/A 
50 

N/A 
30 
N/A 
30 
N/A 
30 
N/A 
N/A 

1 
3 
1 
1 

3 

2 

1 

2 

1 

1 

1 

1 

XI .20 
X1.30 

9815 
11778 
15311 

603 
/12 
/3 

X0.20 
Egress Feet 
Egress Num. 

120" 
10' 
4 

HSBB89RSISSSSSSS? 
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Spatial Diagram 

Spirit: Alone Inward 

Spirit: Nature 

Society 
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Appendix 
Comfort 

This project will be respectful of the palliative philosophy of Hospice, as well as critical of it. The psychological issue of 

comfort will be applied to the architectural space by providing for the different kinds of needs of the staff and as a 

reminder of the needs of the dying and their families. 

Comfort has recently been detennined one of the most important aspects of hospice. Comfort is both physical and 

psychological, and variations of levels of comfort may be expressed in the type and quality of spaces. Comfort may be 

associated with beauty and the sublime, where beauty is a comforting aesthetic, and sublimity is a disturbing sense. 

Hospice aims to reduce the sublime sense of being overwhelmed through the multidisciplinary team, whose attention 

takes care of much of the stress of the dying process for the patient and family. The experience of the sublime which 

arises through an excess of sensory infomiation can be disconcerting and uncomfortable, and hospice works to reduce 

the levels of incoming change that is often associated with the modern curative process. 

Delight, or the negative pleasure which characterizes the feeling of the sublime, arises from the removal of the threat of 

pain. Certain objects threaten self preservation. It seems that this should be avoided in the philosophy of hospice. But in 

fact, hospice acknowledges that addressing the issues of pain and death, such as grief, can often lead to a more finn 

resolution. 

The physical aspect of patient care includes the use of medicine, movement, pillows, and diet. The hospice should 

respond to these by supplying these items as well as instruction for their use. Psychological or emotional comfort of 

patient or staff includes the development of an atmosphere of trust, peacefulness, and warmth. 

The hospice core is a center for renewal, preparation, and inspiration for those who will make a journey into temiinal 

space. The hospice is only indirectly for the patients, at times for the family and community, and always for the staff, to 

aid them in their duties to the dead. Thus, the success of a hospice core may be found in how it facilitates the care of the 

care-givers to the dying. The built environment should respond to the needs of the staff and community in ways that 

support the idea of hospice as an outreach of compassionate arms to those with a special need. 

The means for renewal, preparation, and inspiration become a central conflict in an ongoing dialog between fulfilling 

needs and exposing needs. The hospice should work not only towards accommodation, but also gentle self revealing. 

Renewal may come about through familiarity and a sense of structure, as well as the discovery or reinterpretation into the 

new. Preparation may come through education and nourishment, as well as the sometimes painful analysis of past 

events. Inspiration can be discovered in empathy for the other through understanding one's own experience. 

This may occur by addressing the issues of privacy, social interaction, autonomy of choice, stimulation of the senses, 

aesthetic appearance, familiarity, and personalization. The manner in which these can be approached is through levels 

stretched between the comfortable and the discomforting.^ 

This sliding scale for design within comforts may better accommodate the placeless nature of the facility. For example, 

a death denying society may need more of an impacting discomfort level to stir its detachment, while a more death 

accepting society may simply need a setting in which to experience the beauty of death as part of a natural process. 

9 -This may he similar to Aristotle's defining virtue as a state of character with a means of excess of deficiency of vice, which in fact, he st 
does not exist, in The Nicomachean Ethics, ix. 
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The presence of discomfort should not be denied nor repressed beyond recognition. In fact, discomforting elements 

may be covered by facilitating and comforting qualities, and then pinpoint exposed to direct view as a confessional to a 

more full truth, which may bring the individual to a closer sense of peace. 

The exterior skin may respond to the philistine aesthetics of death, while the interior may respond to the enlightened 

aesthetics of 'those who know', or the comfort care of the multidisciplinary hospice team. 

The program will make use of an 'environment as communication and symbolism' model, where the environment 

provides cues for behavior.̂ ° The responsibility of the architect is taken to be to express moral and practical cultural 

messages of how to live (and die) through the built environment 

10 Duerk, preprogramming 1993, page 145. 
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History of the Hospice ~ 

"The great events of life, as we observe them, are still cleariy recognizable as journeys... Out of centuries 

of experience has come the repeated observation that death appears to be a process rather than an 

event, a fomi of passage for human life" Sandol Stoddard, The Hospice Movement: A Better Way of 

Caring for the Dying 

St. Christopher's, which was opened in Sydenham in suburban London in 1967^^ by Cicely Saunders, is identified as 

the first true modern hospice. Her concept was to combine the most modern medical techniques in temiinal care with the 

spiritual commitment of the medieval religious orders that had once created hospices as way stations for people on 

pilgrimages. "Thus, the hospice image was meant to recognize a link between pilgrims on a perilous journey to the holy 

land, and the dying, sojourners on an even more fearful and mysterious pilgrimage from this world to the next"^^. As a 

point of departure, Sandol Stoddard describes dying as a great journey and the modem hospice as "a place of meeting, a 

way station, a place of transit, of arrival and departure." The origin of the word hospice are the same as our words for 

hostel, hospital, and hospitality: the Latin word hospices, meaning both host and guest. 

Hospice may serve as a point of entry and departure for both the patient in his or her journey from the living worid 

and for the family in their own lives. Hospice stands as an end to pain as well as a point for the beginning of healing. 

Hospice is also a point where the multidisciplinary team leaves their own comfortable worid to enter into the realm of the 

dying. Therefore, the Hospice should be clear in its aesthetic designation of entrance and exit. Also, Hospice should 

represent the discomfort of transition. 

Medieval hospices evolved into institutions of spiritually inspired loving care for the destitute, ill, and dying. Their 

tradition of service to "Our Lords the Sick" survived in a handful of stations until Saunders and the modern hospice 

movement combined it with modern techniques of pain relief, medical symptom management, and grief support for the 

terminally ill and their families. The focus began with attention to the nature of chronic temninal disease, and thus the 

cornerstone of the movement is pain control. This struck a chord with Americans, who with her help began to create their 

own safe havens for the dying. Since the Connecticut Hospice opened in March of 1974 as the first in America, the 

number has grown to over 2,000 organizations providing hospice services. 

Why might the revival and development of this philosophy have come about in America at this time? The practical 

points to advances in medical technology and public health, which have significantly lengthened our lives. The longer that 

people live, the more prone they are to degenerative illnesses such as cancer that hospices are designed to address. 

The AIDS epidemic has also added to the demand for such an institution. It made us much more aware of the need to be 

much more prepared for what was often a premature and often unexpected death among the young adults and young 

middle-aged people^^. Also, the cost of health care has risen dramatically in the past decades, leading to a demand for 

cost-effective alternative for dying patients outside of the hospital. This is combined with a desire for more humane, less 

invasive medical care for the dying. Patients often and understandably want to have a say in the whereabouts of and the 

place of their final care, as well as the quantity and quality of it. Thus, "The American hospice movement began, in part 

as a consumer movement, as an attempt to fill a perceived need or lack in the health care system for consumers who had 

' ' From HAA w ebsite 
'̂  From Larry Beresford's The Hospice Handbook, xxi. 
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temninal illness" . The product, in this understanding, is help for people facing death in coming to some kind of comfort 
level with this. 

Hospice may serve as a point of entry and departure for both the patient in his or her journey from the living worid 

and for the family in their own lives. Hospice stands as an end to pain as well as a point for the beginning of healing. 

Hospice is also a point where the multidisciplinary team leaves their own comfortable worid to enter into the realm of the 

dying. Therefore, the Hospice should be clear in its aesthetic designation of entrance and exit. Also, Hospice should 

represent the discomfort of transition. 

Founders of the modern hospice believed that dying is a uniquely important time in a person's life. They viewed dying 

as the final stage of human existence and as a normal and natural process, though rarely a simple or easy one. They 

wanted to offer a specialized kind of support centered on the unique challenges of this process. They believed that the 

care of the dying should involve a different pace and a different set of skills than other kinds of health care, with primary 

emphasis on comfort and emotional support. Also, patients should be informed about their conditions so as to be able to 

make better decisions about how to live in their remaining time. 

Another observation was that the medical system often did not deal well with the special needs of dying patients. In 

eariier times, death was harder to deny because it was closer to everyday affairs. It was played out for all to see, in 

nature, in agriculture, and in the family. Within a growing social mobility, Americans are more isolated from births and 

deaths in the home, and health care has become more the responsibility of doctors^ .̂ The inability to arrest a disease 

also causes feelings of failure in doctors and hospital staff, who are primarily trained in curative medicine and not in 

providing for a dying patient's well-being^^. 

The current common image of hospice care comes from the English prototypes such as St. Christopher's, where 

patients come to live out their remaining days in tastefully furnished homelike settings of beautifully landscaped country 

houses. However, this conception of a place where the temiinally ill can "go to die", away from the home, is far from the 

hospice philosophy of the United States. The reality of hospice care is not of a place to go, but a program of care that 

comes to where the patients are living. A coordinated network of hospice workers, including medical professionals and 

trained volunteers, generally will come to the patient, assisting family and friends in their care for the individual in his or 

her own home when possible. Sometimes it is not possible for patients to remain in the home because of unsafe or 

inadequate conditions, because the medical symptoms are too complicated to be managed at home, or the family is not 

present to assist in the care. In these cases, many hospices have developed in-patient units for acute care and home-like 

settings or nursing home based hospice units. Likewise, the hospice may send extra care-giving staff into the home as 

family surrogates. But the main focus is on Personal care within the reassuring home. Therefore, Hospice should 

provide opportunities to make the environment personal and individual. Also, Hospice should expose the loss of the 

person that occurs in death and the temporal existence of life. 

One of the main goals of Hospice is to allow death to come in a Familiar setting, where the discomforting threat of the 

alien medical apparatus and procedures is controlled by the patient. The staffing unit should reflect the removal of 

mechanical systems and the return of user control in accordance to their own senses. Therefore, Hospice should use 

historical and cultural references of local tradifion to provide a comforting sense of confinuity. Also, Hospice should make 

use of foreign references to provoke the sensations of exploration of the new. 

13 p^Qni Kubler-Ross, How We Die, page 13. 
14 PJ-QJĴ  Larry Beresford's The Hospice Handbook. 26. 
15 PJ.QJĴ  Laixy Beresford's The Hospice Handbook, xix-xx. 
16 PJ.QJ^ Larry Beresford's The Hospice Handbook, xx. 
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Infomned acceptance of the program is. more than a prerequisite, an integral part of the hospice program. The hospice 

philosophy believes that patients have the right to know the reality of their situation in order to be able to make infomned 

decisions about the limited life they sfill have. At the same fime, they should have the ability to say what he or she does 

not want to know certain painful facts, and there should be sensitivity in the transfer of infomiation. 

The program is directed towards fulfilling the needs of the pafient as an individual, rather than as a medical subject. 

Because hospice gives great importance to its non invasive nature, it is important that the program is invited in as a fully 

accepted, and thus self creative act of the patient. 

Admission of need for help does mean giving up some of one's Privacy and independence, but hospice worî ers 

attempt to introduce themselves non-intrusively and for the overall gain of the individual. Also, acceptance of the hospice 

program is point of acceptance of one's own mortality, and at the same time, a desire to make the most of time remaining. 

Therefore, Hospice should provide comfortably secure opportunities for seclusion from interaction with others, including 

observation and intrusion. Also, Hospice should foster an awareness of the pain of feeling alone. 

Hospices do not want to enroll patients too eariy while there is still a chance for cure or significant benefit from 

aggressive methods, as well as for the emofional well-being of the pafient. In practice, hospice programs require a 

diagnosis of a life expectancy of less than six months before enrollment is accepted. Once the pafient opens him or 

herself to the hospice program, and the basic needs of the pafient are being dealt with, a project of personal fulfillment 

can be generated by the pafient, with the assistance of trained professionals as needed. 

Palliative hospice care is not contradictory, but crifical of the convenfional, cure-oriented medical treatment aimed at 

fighfing the disease by any means possible. Hospice care does not deny the modem aggressive method, but lays claim 

to a fime when that approach becomes counterproductive. For pafients with terminal illnesses such as cancer, the effects 

of futile invasive treatments such as chemotherapy may be as destructive as the disease itself. These harsh medicines 

often add to, rather than reduce a pafient's suffering. The complexity of treatment also may make it difficult to make good 

use of the fime remaining. The use of high technology treatment to fight a serious illness can also limit the pafient's 

control over his or her life, as schedules and procedures of medical applicafions take precedence over the person's 

normal roufines. Hospice reaffirms the right of every person and family to participate fully in the final stages of life^ .̂ 

Hospice should be an adaptable environment where people feel they have a choice in such things as lighfing, sound 

levels, and temperature. The built environment should be clear in its communicafion of possibilifies and their significance. 

The hospice tries to return Autonomy of choice, independence, and control of daily events to the pafient. It allows the 

patient to fulfill what he really wants at this stage of life. The pafient may choose, in an independent way. what his or her 

course of acfion will be and thus plan a way for letfing it all happen. Therefore, Hospice should provide opportunities for 

staff to make decisions about their environment and control events and infiuence their outcomes. Also, Hospice should 

make evident aspects which cannot be controlled, and therefore accepted. 

Hospice also emphasizes the quality of life, as defined by the pafient. when quantity has recognizably become limited. 

This is achieved through careful attenfion to the little details that shape quality of life for the pafient. The philosophy is not 

about hastening nor postponing the natural procession towards death. It strives towards managing the pafient's care, 

both funcfionally and in Aesthetic appearance as well as possible until the moment of death, "with a reverence for life 

and respect for the individual"̂ ®. "You matter because of who you are. You matter to the last moment of your life, and we 

'̂  From HAA website. 
18 PJ.QJ,J Lany Beresford's The Hospice Handbook. 5. 
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do all we can not only to help you die peacefully, but also to live until you die"'". Hospice should strive to appear attractive 

and new. the beautiful and the distorted. Also, Hospice should also confront signs of decay and the ugly through the 

sublime and the grotesque. 

On one hand. Hospice acknowledges that the dying often experience desensitizing changes in visual, auditory, and 

olfactory senses, and yet searches for opportunifies to Stimulate the senses and share the subtle beauty of life with their 

patients. On the other hand, the intensity of sensations through an excess of sensory infomnafion can be disconcerting 

and uncomfortable in the dying. Therefore, Hospice should provide a sfimulafing environment to engage and challenge 

the staff and community to sharing. Also, Hospice should offer an awareness of the failing of the senses which tends to 

occur in the dying. 

Finally, hospice's caring does not stop when the pafient dies. "It has been recognized that the grief and loss that 

people experience after the death of a loved one can themselves be significant health challenges"^". Hospice specialists 

give support and counseling to families for a year or more after the death to help them understand the overpowering and 

confusing feeling of grief. Their story of loss becomes important to share, over and over again. By nomnalizing the grief 

process, hospice support helps family members work through their loss unfil they are able to resume full participafion in a 

society in which their loved one is no longer present. By Normalizing this process. Hospice may serve as a placemark in 

one's life, and take on a sense of monumentality not only from obtuse scales of dramafic representation, but from the 

memory held by the spirits of friends, family, and the staff. While pemianent symbols of one's life are important, 

recreation of the spirit that embodies them is equally important. Therefore, Hospice should provide opportunities to make 

monuments, with a sense of pemnanence. stability, and monumentality while keeping a human scale, which is confinually 

accessible to those who carry the significance of the monument. Also, Hospice markers should, when permanent 

fixtures, be universal in their reference to the spirit of mankind. 

So hospice is not a place, but a spirit of thought that unites a set of services that aim to relieve or ease the symptoms 

and side effects of terminal illness. It is the concepfion of care practiced by specialized programs for the dying. Hospice, 

through extension to the pafient's family, friends, and home, attempts to comprehensively fill the needs for humane care 

for the tenminally ill. Or rather, hospice may be seen as an extension of the family and home in a fime of need. 

'9 From Dame Cicely Saunders 
20 PJ.QJ^ Larry Beresford's The Hospice Handbook. 11. 
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Appendix 
Sculpture and Architecture 

One may be crifical of present day condifions through reinterpretafion of the past cultures and may offer indicafions for 

hope for where we may go from here. Art and architectural historians, J. Pollitt (1986) and J. Steele (1992) have drawn 

attenfion to the impressive similarifies between the Hellenistic era and the contemporary situafion, which seems to be 

consequenfial for art and architecture. The uncertainty of architects and the general public of their way to wellbeing and 

of the maps on which they have been relying reflects deeper uncertainty about how we live, where our place should be 

and how architects are to help create that place. The importance of sculptural architecture extends beyond the mere 

decoration and pracfical function of making a building more interesting and may offer an interpretive dialogue of principle 

importance, through a language of motifs, which directs how we dwell in fime and space. To support this mission of 

architecture, we may search for understanding of how sculpture was an integral part of the architectural creation of place 

in Hellenistic culture, as well as how architecture itself may have been sculptural. 

The study of the embellishment of the built and natural environment through institufions and monuments adorned 

with figural motifs provides an insight into the attitudes of the cifizens and prominent individuals. The fairiy consistent 

applicafion of the orders, especially of Doric and Ionic, indicate am agreement of convenfional motifs towards specific 

building types. Also, the quantity and quality of sculptural figures in architecture varies between building types, existing 

often very elaborately in monument, temples and alters, to scarcity in civic and domesfic buildings. The addifion of figural 

sculpture to the design of a building generally increased the complexity and commitment in every part of the constmcfion 

process. The simple explanafion of why extra money, fime, and efforts were spent to adorn buildings as part of the design 

may be to make the buildings more visually interesting and thus more attractive. But seems that this cannot be only 

reason, or else much more simple and less costly non-figural ornament may have been provided instead. The interest of 

the figural motifs inifially seems to be extended die to heavy religious implicafions. For example, in the eariy Hellenisfic 

period, when kings and queens were earthly gods incarnate, wealthy families attempted to shape the civic memory of their 

polls through public celebrafion and venerafion of deceased relatives. But starting in the third century B.C., the 

construction of great temples slowed, and architects and sculptors were employed more for individual or private structures 

which were more simply and more generally adorned. Then as the great Hellenisfic architects emerged, the complex 

public religious buildings again took importance, but as response to this emerging cosmopolis and the quesfioning of 

values, intrinsic to this process (Pollitt 70). The most significant concepts to change can be expressed through the elifism 

of the Hellenistic age were those of cosmopolitan oufiook. individualism, and scholarty mentality (Pollitt preface). These 

shifts had profound affect on the creation of architecture and its sculptural expression. 

This shift in religious order may be indicative of a "change in perception," and eariy "transition from social to 

individual awareness" that manifests itself especially in the sculptural architecture (Steele 8) of the Hellenisfic age. 

The main result of the shift towards a scholariy mentality in the sculptural arts of the Hellenistic age was the 

creation of works that were designed to be appreciated simultaneously on an immediate apparent level by all who saw 

them, and on a less obvious level to those who were qualifies to understand (Pollitt 14). Fore example, the great 

Giantomachy of the Alter of Zeus at Pergamon surely impressed all of its ancient viewers as a spectacular and skillful 

rendifion of a familiar myth. But few people who were attuned to the designer's way of thinking, such as the Stoic 

philosophers, probably were able to read into an allegory expressed the nature of the cosmos of the Stoics. Also, a similar 

dichotomy of meaning most likely existed in the serenity of temple designs, where those educated in ornamental details 

would be aware of the applicafion of a set of 'rules' (Hellenisfic 14). 
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A change in social ordering may have been infiuenced by architectural ordering, supported by the sculptural 

motifs which were inclusive within the building design. There is a social funcfion of sculptural architecture in the Hellenistic 

age. towards the creafion of dwelling as a cosmopolitan community; not as a hiding place from fear of loneliness and 

isolafion of the individual, but towards acknowledgment of individuals with similarifies that can be that can be shared along 

with differences, and architecture's role in the production of cosmopolitan space. 

Insistence that there is more to architectural expression than mere decorafion lays grounds for the problems of 

interpretafion which is related with the common traits of the Hellenistic age as well as our own age. The conflict of 

interpretafion is an issue that is pertinent to the prospective cosmopolis. or global city, and thus to the sculpfing of 

architectural urban space. The deeper understanding of sculpture in architecture is related to Hemneneufics, or the art of 

science of understanding and interpretation through dialogue. 

It is only since overcoming the dominafion of the positivistic paradigm with its claim to a single objective and 

authoritafive viewpoint that the dialogical model of Hermeneufics could quesfion the aesthetic consciousness, and its 

claim that the subjective aesthetic experience does not yield knowledge. However, if we acknowledge the loss of a work 

of art to the worid in which it originally belongs, we may then regard it as a text with a claim to knowledge through 

interpretative knowledge dialogue. Fragments represent a certain scientific objectivity, such as making a report from 

pieces in a museum. A visit to a site provides certain freedom of interpretafion. The focus on the Hellenistic era is not a 

method of posifive historicism, where records from the past serve to show us where we will go. Instead, it is a 

reinterpretafion to explore the possibilifies for fusion of horizons. 

More than simply reproducing a descripfion of the originating aesthetics, sculpture in architecture may offer a text for 

us to read from our own prejudices to recover the concealed meaning, and lay claim to a non-absolute knowledge. Within 

this dialogue with the sculpture of architecture, we open ourselves to transformafion by what we experience, and thus may 

find messages of principle importance to how we may dwell in fime and space. 

A discussion of meaning in sculpture of architecture may offer bridges between architecture and philosophy, 

brining about a discourse of religion and philosophy. This may allow us to better understand the Hellenisfic cults, and 

interpret our own conditions in terms outside of the typical discourse of art and aesthetics in terms which art and 

architecture have been placed in. Founding architecture in the philosophy of art rather than identificafion with aesthetics 

requires thinking beyond Venturi's ducks and decorated sheds, towards a reinterpretafion of a way of life which is valid for 

our period. Thus, the creafion of architecture extends beyond the mere decorative and pracfical funcfion of making a 

building more aesthetically interesfing, transcending the idea of context of place, to include a spirit that fills a place 

through reinterpretation. 
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Appendix 
Historical Built Context 

The focus of the Hellenistic era is not a method of posifive historicism, or detenninism, where records from the past 

serve to show us where we will go and what will happen. Instead it is a reinterpretation to explore the possibilities for 

fusion of horizons. By engaging in a dialogue fomn the perspective of a defended frameworî , one may in fact criticize 

these prejudices and hope for expansion. 

To further justify the focus on the Hellenisfic comprehension of the vast and changing worid, comparison should be 

made to the Classical Greek cifizenship of the small city-state and their group oriented experience. The conquests of 

Alexander set off great migration and polifical realignment. The sense of strangeness and restlessness provoked anxiety, 

where the individual did not always know his or her role in the new community. This imparted a sense of spectacular turn 

of future, and independent city turned into federal leagues. While industrial expansion and subsequent condifion of 

modernity places neariy impossible barrier between us and complete understanding of Hellenisfic Age, the surprising 

similarity between a progressive isolafion of the individual as well as the rapid expansion of physical and intellectual 

horizons is one we can readily identify with today. Pergamon evolved into one of the finest examples of a Hellenisfic city 

and thus offers a valid and diametrically opposite counter point to a Classical Greek polls, and provides a valuable 

example with which to compare the two historical periods^\ towards a reinterpretafion for our own time. 

Art and architectural historians, J. Pollitt (1986) and J. Steele (1992) have drawn attenfion to the impressive similarifies 

between the Hellenistic era and the contemporary situafion which seems to be consequenfial for art and architecture. The 

uncertainty of architects and the general public of their way to wellbeing and of the maps on which they have been relying 

reflects deeper uncertainty about how e live, where our place should be and how architects are to help create that place. 

The importance of sculptural architecture extends beyond the mere decorafion and pracfical function of making a building 

more interesting and may offer an interpretive dialogue of principle importance, through a language of motifs, which 

directs how we dwell in fime and space. To support this mission of architecture, we may search for understanding of how 

sculpture was an integral part of the architectural creafion of place in Hellenisfic culture, as well as how architecture itself 

may have been sculptural. 

The study of the embellishment of the built and natural environment through institutions and monuments adorned with 

figural motifs provides an insight into the attitudes of the citizens and prominent individuals. The interest of the figural 

motifs inifially seems to be extended die to heavy religious implicafions. For example, in the eariy Hellenistic period, when 

kings and queens were earthly gods incarnate, wealthy families attempted to shape the civic memory of their polls through 

public celebrafion and venerafion of deceased relatives. But starting in the third century B.C., the constmcfion of great 

temples slowed, and architects and sculptors were employed more for individual or private structures which were more 

simply and more generally adorned. Then as the great Hellenisfic architects emerged, the complex public religious 

buildings again took importance, but as response to this emerging cosmopolis and the quesfioning of values, intrinsic to 

this process^ .̂ The most significant concepts to change can be expressed through the elifism of the Hellenisfic age were 

those of cosmopolitan oufiook, individualism, and scholariy mentality (Pollitt preface). These shifts had profound affect on 

the creafion of architecture and its sculptural expression. 

This shift in religious order may be indicative of a "change in perception," and eariy "transition from social to 

individual awareness" that manifests itself especially in the sculptural architecture (Steele 8) of the Hellenisfic age. The 

main result of the shift towards a scholariy mentality in the sculptural arts of the Hellenistic age was the creation of worths 

21 PPQPP Hellenisfic Architecture in Asia Minor. 
22 From J. Pollit, Page 70. 

page 35. 
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Appendix 
that were designed to be appreciated simultaneously on an immediate apparent level by all who saw them, and on a less 

obvious level to those who were qualifies to understand. A Change in social ordering may have been infiuenced by 

architectural ordering, supported by the sculptural motifs which were inclusive within the building design. There is a social 

function of sculptural architecture in the Hellenisfic age, towards the creation of dwelling as a cosmopolitan community; 

not as a hiding place from fear of loneliness and isolation of the individual, but towards acknowledgment of individuals 

with similarifies that can be that can be shared along with differences, and architecture's role in the production of 

cosmopolitan space. 

Insistence that there is more to architectural expression than mere decorafion lays grounds for the problems of 

interpretafion which is related with the common traits of the Hellenistic age as well as our own age. The conflict of 

interpretafion is an issue that is pertinent to the prospective cosmopolis, or global city, and thus to the sculpfing of 

architectural urban space. The deeper understanding of sculpture in architecture is related to Hemneneutics, or the art of 

science of understanding and interpretafion through dialogue. It is only since overcoming the dominafion of the posifivisfic 

paradigm with its claim to a single, objective and authoritative viewpoint that the dialogical model of Hermeneutics could 

question the aesthetic consciousness, and its claim that the subjecfive aesthefic experience does not yield knowledge, 

however, if we acknowledge the loss of a work of art to the worid in which it originally belongs, we may then regard it as a 

text with a claim to knowledge through interpretative knowledge dialogue. More than simply reproducing a descripfion of 

the originafing aesthetics, sculpture in architecture may offer a text for us to read from our own prejudices to recover the 

concealed meaning, and lay claim to a non-absolute knowledge. Within this dialogue with the sculpture of architecture, we 

open ourselves to transformafion by what we experience, and thus may find messages of principle importance to how we 

may dwell in fime and space. 

A discussion of meaning in sculpture of architecture may offer bridges between architecture and philosophy, 

brining about a discourse of religion and philosophy. This may allow us to better understand the Hellenisfic cults, and 

interpret our own conditions in temns outside of the typical discourse of art and aesthefics in temns which art and 

architecture have been placed in. Thus, the creafion of architecture extends beyond the mere decorafive and pracfical 

function of making a building more aesthetically interesting, transcending the idea of original context of place, to include a 

spirit that fills a place through reinterpretafion. 
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Appendix 
Hellenistic statues of Gaul Barbarians, and Apollo in fight with Giants from Pergamon, Turkiye 

Removal of the sublime, or that which impresses, suggests the addifion of the beautiful, or that which chamns. This 

repression of pain and sublime may work towards freeing common man from the intensity of the dying process by allowing 

him or her to 'forget' the pain and loss while keeping his or her dignity. This denies the pleasure which follows displeasure 

and pain, an excess which points towards freedom and the presence of reason. So we may also acknowledge that the 

feeling of terror and sense of inferiority to natural forces may be accompanied by counter forces, indicafing a condifion of 

'free judgment'. Thus, a virtuous person may exhibit, in the face of danger, all virtues of peace, as they reveal that his or 

her mind is not subdued by danger. Contrasting examples of these two ideas include the Hellenisfic statues of barbarians 

as they lose consciousness and the heroic sculptures of the Greek gods, who remain calm through the intense fighfing 

with the monsters of a chaofic universe. 

These projects intend to communicate to the public of the Hellenisfic society a deeper meaning towards the emofional 

and intellectual aspects of the pain of death. The Hellenisfic statues of barbarians as they lose consciousness refiect the 

philistine principle of comfort, where the emofional throws of death are at best a gradual loss of awareness. The heroic 

sculptures of the Greek gods, who remain calm through the intense fighfing with the monsters of a chaotic universe, 

describe the fight to retain dignity, awareness, and order until the ulfimate outcome. 

This is significant to hospice because it makes clear the need to acknowledge different needs of the philisfine masses 

and the enlightened individuals within the built environment. Without priorifizing. Hospice should relate to both on mulfiple 

levels of significance, rather than choosing to serve only one or the other. Signage should reflect this democratic 

communication. 

The 'Dying Gaul' statue grouping is quite dramafic, beyond purely aesthefic interpretafions into the realm of polifical 

commentary on the tragic destrucfion of indigenous culture by outsiders. Hellenisfic settlers realized that they 

represented a minority in an alien territory, and the sculptures may represent a sophisticated peace offering.^^ 

Temple of Dionysos at Pergamon, Turi^iye 

The main intent of the Temple of Dionysos was to house the culture and rituals of the cult of Dionysos. The foreigner' 

god, or the god of wandering was housed at the terminal point of the ritualisfic progression way in from the city. Thus, the 

very nature of the space can be seen to shift from the chaos of nature to the structure of the build environment. Also, the 

space shifts from that of the public and common interaction, to the restricted area of the inifiated, or 'those who knew'. 

The mysteries of the Dionysian cult paraded through the urban space, to reach a private point where only the inifiated 

might observe and partidpate in the ritual acfivifies. The rituals of the Dionysian mysteries began from outside the 

Philetaeric walls, along common paved streets, and through a welcoming propylon. Sacrifices were made on the alter at 

the orchestra of the theater. The stage of the theater was removable so as not to block the procession. The temple is 

viewable only from front, at culminafion of the ritualistic procession of the intended. No interior access intended to the 

temple, worship occurs along the procession. Form overtakes content, and appearances take on great importance. 

Details of the temple are exaggerated to giant proportions. 

The Temple of Dionysos reflects both the aesthetic and ethic principles of disfinctive inner and outer space. This is 

significant to hospice because the outside of a physical or social membrane may not reflect the inside in their responses 

to the different environments that they are bounded by. The attitudes one may encounter in the two may also be very 

different, and so spatial queues should begin to set the appropriate stage. Also, the transition between the two may be 

2̂  From Wgllenistic Architecture in Asia Minor, page 44. 



Appendix 
facilitated by a strong sense of progression way. with ritualistic and symbolic elements which signify and thus prepare for 

the change. The issue of security or restriction may be dealt with through cultural identificafion and response to the 

integrity of the membrane. An example of this is found in the story of Pericles's death in Athens at the hands of The 

Baccae. 

Dionysus Theater at Pergamon, Turkiye 

The theater was the focus for the entire acropolis, even as its view focused down upon the plane of the city below. 

The theater stands as an architectural allusion to the centrality of the idea of theater n civic life and collecfive identity of 

the polls. The supporting walls are spectacular in their own fomn. On the proscenium, actors are raised and projected to 

be seen more cleariy. Backdrops hung as exotic locafions, while the natural landscape served as an even more 

spectacular backdrop. 

Temple of Demeter of Pergamon, Turkiye 

The Temple of Demeter began with a procession of 'the other', or women, out from their role in society to space of 

liberafion. This include a stop at a small plaza at the entrance for purificafion at a fountain. Entrance is through a 

propylon. The space is centralized at the alter, with stepped seats for the dramatic performance. A stoa frames the 

view over the valley. Massive buttressing supports the terrace. The buttressing serves as the stoa's basement and a 

container for the cult's mysteries. 

Asklepion at Pergamon, Turkiye 

This ancient site was a worid known place of healing for hundreds of years through the Greek, Hellenistic, and Roman 

periods. Water was a most important element of healing, as well as an assimilafing device for the different cultures that 

made pilgrimages to the site for healing. Water features placed at the entry of the facility met the visitors in a symbol of 

cleansing and rejuvenafion. Mysfical associations were made to the steam of the baths. A natural spring flows from the 

center of the facility, reportedly with healing properties in itself. 

Acropolis of Pergamon 

The development of Pergamum response to more than topographical imperifives, showing an awareness of the 

primarily individual viewpoint. There is a centrifugal combination of open fomns rather than a centripetal aggregation of 

closed spaces. This allows each person in the city quite literally to appreciate new horizons opened to them^"*. Framing 

of landscapes is achieved through the structure of stoa trabeafion, as well as the interiocking spaces between them. 

Processional nature played a critical role in the placement of each element upon the hill, affecfing massing, sight angles, 

column numbers and spacing, color and decoration^^. 

2'' From Hgll6"^stic Architecture in Asia Minor, page 70. 
2̂  From Tjg^̂ "̂̂ stic Architecture in Asia Minor, page 65. 
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Hospice at Bergama 

The most compelling aspect of the design may be the creafion of an environment that is at once 

ordered and yet freeing for individual expression, a reconsiderafion of the historic environment 

and impetus for future growth. This facility strives to suggest how the town might create an order 

that the individual could then create within. The ordering principles were to be part of the urban 

fabric, recoverable later if needed. The design of the facility and its relafionship to circulafion 

patterns and the built context encourages urban development of the area along a pedestrian axis. 

This movement is expected to offer a sense of vitality to an otherwise side-streamed facility and 

site. Areas for outdoor use set stages for these public activities, offering scenes of interest to the 

hospice workers and residents. Courtyards offer settings for more infimate outdoor activities. 

Views and outdoor areas were directed towards the river, which may be rediscovered with use as 

a cleansing element of the town. 

A problematic aspect of the project came from the hermeneufic approach of entering into a 

dialog with the historical environment and its crificism of historic consciousness. I was not 

designing an Islamic building that is undifferenfiated from the town that exists there now. 

However, the facility wanted to be interpretive of the present and past to rekindle meaning in 

elements used, and search, if not find, definitive grounds for architectural presence. 
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The facility was not to be a postmodern 

collection of signage from the ages. 

However, the emphasis on the similarity of 

situations between the Hellenisfics and the 

present global community was explored and 

expanded upon. 
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I was not designing an International style 

building that has no use for the specific site 

of Bergama and its history. However, the 

building needed to embrace a cosmopolitan, 

or global view and response. 
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The problems that I face started with my tendencies towards postmodernism. Admittedly, I 

enjoy those such as Venturi's ironies and join in on cynical sideways giggles. However, my 

intent was to develop my weaker arm of understanding the modem efforts as a project that may 

still be developing itself, rather than as a failed program, one that embodies freedom of 

movement and change, with respect for Classical principles of stability. 

Representation of the architectural qualifies of the facility was another problemafic aspect in 

communicating design intents. Attempts to demonstrate architectural qualifies often offered 

shadowy images, without a concrete fomn to grasp. The predominant use of charcoal facilitated 

tonal drawings rich in positive and negafive play, but made delineafion of exact fomns difficult. 

This project has felt like a confinuous process of misunderstanding. When there have been 

waves of what seems like understanding, it has come fragmented and without a complete whole. 

Obviously, there has been a great appeal through this explorafion, which has mofivated me 

through the frustrafions of not understanding. Attempfing to express ideas as the fragments that I 

see them in has been difficult. Having a set of references to other's works that may well express 

some of the shared thoughts and feelings has been a saving grace, offering a hope for merging of 

experience, analysis, and knowledge through fime. Sfill, the configurafion of an individual, 

coherent understanding may take much more courage and explorafion. 
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